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liran reiterates its deepest sympathy for the
victims of the horrendous attacks in the US
on Sept. 11, 2001, which resulted in thou-
sands of innocent lives, not only of Ameri-

cans but peoples of other nations too, possibly a few
Malaysians.

Naturally Americans have been  enraged by the ter-
rorist attacks. Though in the midst of grieving, many
are now demanding revenge and retribution. US
President George W Bush has virtually declared that
America is now at war. The Joint Resolution passed
by Congress (with a single dissenting vote) author-
izes the president ‘to use all necessary and appro-
priate force against those nations, organizations, or
persons he determines planned, authorized, com-
mitted, or aided the terrorist attacks on Sept 11, 2001,
or harbored such organizations or persons, in order
to prevent any future acts of international terrorism
against the United States by such nations, organi-
zations or persons’. In pursuit of this goal, an US$20
billion military budget has been sought.

America’s NATO allies have rallied to its cause. For
the first time, NATO has activated Article 5 of the
Washington Treaty which considers an attack on
one member as an attack of all. With NATO, the US
is now putting together a global coalition for mili-
tary action

Within days of the Sept 11 attacks, even as US intel-
ligence was admitting that it was caught completely
unawares, Osama bin Laden, harboured by the
Taliban in Afghanistan, had been identified by the
US authorities as the prime suspect, notwithstand-
ing his denials to the contrary. Given the call to war,
the Taliban, indeed the entire Afghan nation have
also become potential targets. In fact, as the US me-
dia played on the American peoples’ prejudices and
ignorance of Islam, and irresponsibly worked them
into xenophobic frenzy, Arabs and Muslims, includ-
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An appeal to the American people to stand by justice and peace
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Seek Justice, Not War!

War is in the air. The richest, most powerful na-
tion on earth is set to unleash its bombs on Af-
ghanistan, a poor nation in Central Asia, where
the purported mastermind of the terrorist attacks
on the USA is allegedly being harboured by the
Taliban. There is grave concern that ordinary
Afghani, already suffering at the hands of Taliban
overlords, will have to endure further tragedy.

Aliran condemned the terrorist attacks on the
USA and extended our deepest sympathies to the
victims’ families immediately after the tragedy.

In this issue, Aliran reflects on unfolding events.
There are no two ways about it: the terrorists must
be hunted down and brought to justice. However,
Aliran is against going to war for this purpose
for it will not only kill more innocent lives but
also engulf the rest of the world in turmoil. Aliran
urges the American people to prevail upon their
leaders to exercise restraint and to abide by non-
violent international legal avenues in bringing
terrorists - no matter whose side they are on - to
justice.

To balance the steady flow of relatively one-sided
information, both American and Malaysian, we
are presenting ‘the other view’, so to speak. In
this issue, eminent scholars like Noam Chomsky
and Edward Said, and Robert Fisk, a journalist
who has interviewed Osama bin Laden, discuss
the crisis. We also carry a letter by the parents of
one of the victims of the WTC attack. We hope
that this will provide a deeper understanding of
the current crisis and that you will also stand up
and say ‘No to War!’

C O N T E N T S
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interests all over if the US attacks
Afghanistan, ‘a Muslim country’.

Here in Malaysia, the government,
in line with its ‘long-standing
struggle against terrorism’, has
also announced support for the
USA’s pursuit of the terrorists. If
requested, it will also consider
participation in a global military
force. The Malaysian army has
also announced its ‘readiness for
war’ although one is not sure from
whence any challenge might arise.

Aliran holds that the perpetrators
of the New York attack must be
brought to justice. Assuming that
there is adequate evidence that
Osama bin Laden was involved,
the US and its allies, indeed, all
peace-loving and justice-seeking
people of the world should com-
bine efforts to detain and bring
Osama and his supporters to jus-
tice.

However, this appears unlikely on
two scores. First, given the nature
of terrorism, it would be difficult
to come up with the necessary evi-
dence to prove that Osama him-
self was directly involved in the
Sept 11 attacks. According to ana-
lysts, there is no doubt that Osama
bin Laden, a Saudi multi-million-
aire, was the inspiration for the
formation of an amorphous group
of Muslim militants dedicated not
only to the Palestinian cause but
to expelling US influence from the
entire Middle-East, including
American troops from Saudi Ara-
bia. In the 1980s, Osama had been
a leader of the multinational
Mujahidins, armed and trained by
the CIA, fighting the Soviet occu-
pation of Afghanistan.

Although Afghanistan might be
the physical base of these Muslim
militants, their supporters had es-
tablished bases in Europe, North
Africa and even in the United

ing America’s very own who con-
demned those attacks, themselves
became targets of raging racist
mobs. To Bush’s credit he has con-
demned these mobs, visited the
Islamic Centre in Washington,
and clarified that the US is not at
war against Islam.

As part of its military prepara-
tions, the US has leaned on Paki-
stan, one of only three countries
which has recognized the Taliban
government. Sharing a long bor-
der with Afghanistan, Pakistan
faces the possibility of becoming
another convenient target of
American firepower. At risk of an
internal uprising, its leader Gen-
eral Pervez Musharraf, nonethe-
less, has promised to give full co-
operation to the US. The humani-
tarian aid which Pakistan pro-
vides to the Afghan refugees liv-
ing in the border areas, often in-
nocent victims of the Taliban, has
been stopped with the closing of
the borders. Apparently, the US
also wants Pakistan’s help on in-
telligence gathering and logistics,
as well as permission to use its
airspace to launch military strikes
into Afghan territory.

Pakistan had requested the
Taliban to hand over Osama
quickly and without conditions
which it has refused unless ‘clear
evidence’ showed his involve-
ment. The Taliban’s offer to try
Osama in the Afghan Supreme
Court or allow his activities to be
monitored by the Organisation of
Islamic Countries (OIC) have been
rejected by the US. After a meeting
of over 1000 clerics from all over
Afghanistan, the Taliban have
accused the US of using the Sept
11 attacks ‘to wage war on Islam’.
Islamic militants in other parts of
the world have already an-
nounced that they will declare a
jihad (holy war) against the US
and its allies and threaten their
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States. It is of course plausible that
Osama was involved in the plan-
ning of the Sept 11 attacks. But it
is just as likely that the network of
militants who came from various
parts of the globe had acted on
their own accord, without directly
involving him.

The point is that in this fight
against terrorism, the enemy is
elusive and evidence of involve-
ment difficult to establish. The
controversy surrounding the list
of 19 suspects named by the FBI
as suicide hijackers highlights
this problem. A few of these al-
leged hijackers are in fact still alive
and have given media interviews
to deny their involvement. It ap-
pears that the real hijackers had
used false or stolen documents.
From the reports, it also appears
that there is still no hard evidence
linking these suicide hijackers to
the men who recruited them, fi-
nanced them, and ordered them
to conduct the attacks.

International cooperation to com-
bat terrorism is a way forward. We
will need to share intelligence,
conduct joint operations.as well
as to establish international laws
on dealing with this heinous
crime. A related effort is to work
towards the establishment of an
International Criminal Court
(ICC) to deal with individuals and
groups - often representing no par-
ticular nation - who commit
crimes against humanity. Existing
international laws based on inter-
nation relations do not suffice.

It is ironic to note that the US was
among seven nations that voted
against the setting up of the ICC
(with 120 nations in favour) in
July 1998. The others that opposed
the ICC were China, Iraq, Israel,
Libya, Qatar, and Yemen. The US,
which had been very vocal
against the ICC, eventually did

sign up at the last minute, along
with a few other nations, so that it
would  be allowed to be involved
in future negotiations about this
treaty. Not signing would have
meant that while a nation would
still  be subject to it, it would not
have been able to participate in
decisions at future ICC discus-
sions.

As of 31 Aug 2001, 139 countries
had signed the Rome Statute to
create the ICC. Of these signato-
ries, 37 had ratified the statute,
which needs 60 ratifications be-
fore it can come into effect. As at
that date, the US and the UK, had
signed but not yet ratified the stat-
ute. And regrettably,  for all its con-
cern over ‘militant’activities, Ma-
laysia itself does not appear  on
the list of signatories  (see http://
www.un.org./law/icc/statute/
status.htm).

There has to be worldwide recog-
nition and acceptance of the ICC
and its future judgments.  In this
regard it will be recalled that the
World Court in The Hague had
ruled against the US for “its un-
lawful use of force” and various
other destabilizing activities
against the then Sandinistas’
Nicaragua government. The US
rejected the order of the World
Court and then vetoed a Security
Council resolution calling on all
states to observe international
law.

The second reason why Osama
will not be brought to court is more
pertinent. It appears that George
W Bush and his security and de-
fence advisors – Cheney, Rice,
Rumsfeld and Powell – are really
not interested. They are enraged
and desire revenge. Taking Osama
to trial is no retribution. It pales
into insignificance. They want
Osama ‘Dead or Alive’. The sher-
iff has mobilised his possee. The

bounty hunters are in the chase.
No less than a lynching or a ‘high
noon’ shootout will satisfy.

Perhaps this need to ‘shoot it out’
is because the US has had very
very little experience on how to
respond to attacks on itself.

Apart from Pearl Harbour which
occurred in the Pacific, this is the
first time since the War of 1812
that continental US has been at-
tacked. Its battles have all been
fought on other peoples’ lands. It
is the others who have lost more
lives and suffered the destruction
of their homes, schools, hospitals,
bridges, livelihoods, etc. The list
is endless: the two world wars; the
atomic bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki; the Spanish-
American wars in Cuba and the
Philippines; the invasion of Ko-
rea; the wars in Indochina, espe-
cially Vietnam, parts of which
were subjected to carpet bombing,
napalming, mining, and the use
of anti-personnel bombs - just to
name some examples in the Asia
Pacific region. More than that, the
US propped up countless authori-
tarian regimes and together with
them committed all kinds of atroci-
ties against untold numbers of
people.

Perhaps because these events
have occurred outside the US and
because of distorted reporting by
mainstream western media, there
has unfortunately developed a
disjuncture between the percep-
tion of what the Americans think
they stand for in the world, and
what outsiders think of them. At
heart is how Americans claim that
they uphold and practise the prin-
ciples of justice, freedom and
peace at home but resort to just the
opposite, including the use of ter-
ror, abroad. This part of the USA’s
history is all too often erased, ig-
nored or forgotten by the Ameri-
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cans. But it is remembered very
well, often in graphic details, by
the outsiders.

The USA, NATO and its other al-
lies are now preparing to wage
war against Osama bin Laden,
the Taliban and the Afghan peo-
ple. We in Aliran have always
been opposed to the use of force,
whether in domestic politics or
in international affairs.  We
have always supported non-vio-
lent means of conflict resolution
in pursuit of freedom, peace and
justice around the world.  As the
world teeters on the brink of an-
other violent conflagration,
Aliran insists in the strongest
terms that all indiscriminate
military retaliation will not put
an end to this terrorism, not
now, not ever. Unable to distin-
guish between the perpetrators
and the civilians, between those
who planned and conducted
the atrocities and those who live
alongside them, and/or share
their religious beliefs or na-
tional origin, even more inno-
cent lives will be lost.

Precisely because no distinction
is made between the perpetra-
tor and the innocent civilian, a
new cycle of recrimination, re-
venge and terrorism will inevi-
tably follow. This has been the
lesson from the experiences of
the collapsed Soviet Union, the
former Yugoslavia, the war-torn
regions of Africa and the Pales-
tinian struggle in particular.
Driving the moderates into the
embrace of the extremism is ex-
actly what the terrorists desire.
We play into their hands by al-
lowing our blind rage to drive
us to indiscriminate revenge.

The American leaders and its
NATO allies will not heed our
little cry to arrest this cycle of
terror. Hence we call upon the

Aliran is outraged by the insensible and insane act of terror-
ism.  We are appalled by the devastation and staggered by
the destruction.

This barbaric act has wrecked havoc and chaos that is un-
speakable; the immensity of the horror and loss of tens of
thousands of innocent lives are uninmaginable.

Such acts of terrorism and fanatism cannot be condoned
under whatever circumstances and for whatever reason.
They must be condemned without reservation as savage
and mindless.

We must do all that we can - and all that is necessary - to
prevent a repeat of this madness.

Aliran joins the international community in extending our
profound sorrow to the American people and the grieving
families who are innocent victims of this terrible tragedy.

P. Ramakrishnan
President

12 September 2001

American people to prevail
upon their leaders to opt for
peace and justice - just as they
did some 30 years back when the
US government was forced to
withdraw from Indochina, in
part because of pressure from
within the country. Then, the
American youths declared in
growing numbers: ‘Hell, No! We
Won’t Go!’

In their hour of mourning, the
American people have every right
to expect support and sympathy
from the people of the world.  But
to ensure that the world can be-
gin to move towards peace, jus-
tice and freedom from terror, the
people of the world have justifi-
able cause to implore the Ameri-
can people to turn their tragedy

into reflections upon the reasons
for the kinds and depths of de-
spair in other parts of the world
that produce suicide bombers and
hijackers.

And then to discard vengence and
instead initiate and support inter-
national actions to stop both ter-
ror and war by establishing mean-
ingful peace and justice through-
out the world.

The American people will have
the world’s hundreds of millions
on their side when they prevail
upon the government to opt for
policies that promote justice and
peace.

Aliran Executive Committee
September 2001

Insensible And Insane
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ur son Greg is among the
many missing from the
World Trade Center at-
tack.  Since we first heard

the news, we have shared mo-
ments of grief, comfort, hope, de-
spair, fond memories with his
wife, the two families, our friends
and neighbors, his loving col-
leagues at Cantor Fitzgerald /
ESpeed, and all the grieving fami-
lies that daily meet at the Pierre
Hotel.

We see our hurt and anger re-
flected among everybody we meet.
We cannot pay attention to the
daily flow of news about this dis-
aster. But we read enough of the
news to sense that our government
is heading in the direction of vio-
lent revenge, with the prospect of
sons, daughters, parents, friends
in distant lands dying, suffering,
and nursing further grievances
against us.  It is not the way to go.
It will not avenge our son’s death.
Not in our son’s name.

Our son died a victim of an inhu-
man ideology. Our actions should
not serve the same purpose. Let
us grieve. Let us reflect and pray.
Let us think about a rational re-
sponse that brings real peace and
justice to our world.  But let us not
as a nation add to the inhuman-
ity of our times.

Saturday, Sep 15, 2001 8:35pm

Not In Our Son's Name
Phyllis and Orlando Rodriguez’s son Greg is one of the World
Trade Center victims. They have asked that people share this
copy of letter sent to NY Times as widely as possible.

Our son is one of
the victims of
Tuesday’s attack
on the World
Trade Center. We
read about your
response in the

last few days and about the reso-
lutions from both Houses, giv-
ing you undefined power to re-
spond to the terror attacks.

Your response to this attack
does not make us feel better
about our son’s  death.  It
makes us feel worse. It makes
us feel that our government
is using our son’s memory as

a justification to cause suf-
fering for other sons and par-
ents in other lands.

It is not the first time that a per-
son in your position has been
given unlimited power and
came to regret it. This is not the
time for empty gestures to
make us feel better. It is not the
time to act like bullies.  We urge
you to think about how our
governement can develop
peaceful, rational solutions to
terrorism, solutions that do not
sink us to the inhuman level
of terrorists.

Sincerely,
Phyllis and Orlando Rodriguez

Letter To White House
Dear President Bush

COVER STORY
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extensively over the years by
highly reliable Middle East spe-
cialists, notably the most eminent
correspondent in the region,
Robert Fisk (London, Independent),
who has intimate knowledge of
the entire region and direct expe-
rience over decades. A Saudi Ara-
bian millionaire, Bin Laden be-
came a militant Islamic leader in
the war to drive the Russians out
of Afghanistan. He was one of the
many religious fundamentalist
extremists recruited, armed, and
financed by the CIA and their al-
lies in Pakistani intelligence to
cause maximal harm to the Rus-
sians -- quite possibly delaying
their withdrawal, many analysts
suspect — though whether he
personally happened to have di-
rect contact with the CIA is un-
clear, and not particularly impor-
tant. Not surprisingly, the CIA

preferred the most fanatic and
cruel fighters they could mobi-
lize...

These “Afghanis” as they are
called (many, like Bin Laden, not
from Afghanistan) carried out ter-
ror operations across the border
in Russia, but they terminated
these after Russia withdrew. Their
war was not against Russia,
which they despise, but against
the Russian occupation and Rus-
sia’s crimes against Muslims.

The “Afghanis” did not terminate
their activities, however. They
joined Bosnian Muslim forces in
the Balkan Wars; the US did not
object, just as it tolerated Iranian
support for them ...

The “Afghanis” are also fighting
the Russians in Chechnya, and,

COVER STORY

Understanding the Attacks:

Noam Chomsky Speaks

• Why do you think these attacks• Why do you think these attacks• Why do you think these attacks• Why do you think these attacks• Why do you think these attacks
happened?happened?happened?happened?happened?

To answer the question we must
first identify the perpetrators of the
crimes. It is generally assumed,
plausibly, that their origin is the
Middle East region, and that the
attacks probably trace back to the
Osama Bin Laden network, a
widespread and complex organi-
zation, doubtless inspired by Bin
Laden but not necessarily acting
under his control.

Let us assume that this is true.
Then to answer your question a
sensible person would try to as-
certain Bin Laden’s views, and the
sentiments of the large reservoir
of supporters he has throughout
the region. About all of this, we
have a great deal of information.
Bin Laden has been interviewed
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quite possibly, are involved in car-
rying out terrorist attacks in Mos-
cow and elsewhere in Russian ter-
ritory. Bin Laden and his
“Afghanis” turned against the US
in 1990 when they established
permanent bases in Saudi Arabia
— from his point of view, a coun-
terpart to the Russian occupation
of Afghanistan, but far more sig-
nificant because of Saudi Arabia’s
special status as the guardian of
the holiest shrines.

Bin Laden is also bitterly opposed
to the corrupt and repressive re-
gimes of the region, which he re-
gards as “un-Islamic,” including
the Saudi Arabian regime, the
most extreme Islamic fundamen-
talist regime in the world, apart
from the Taliban, and a close US
ally since its origins. Bin Laden
despises the US for its support of
these regimes. Like others in the
region, he is also outraged by long-
standing US support for Israel’s
brutal military occupation, now in
its 35th year ...

He contrasts Washington’s dedi-
cated support for these crimes
with the decade-long US-British
assault against the   civilian popu-
lation of Iraq, which has devas-
tated the society and caused hun-
dreds of thousands of deaths
while strengthening Saddam
Hussein — who was a favored
friend and ally of the US and Brit-
ain right through his worst atroci-
ties, including the  gassing of the
Kurds, as people of the region also
remember well, even if Western-
ers prefer to forget the facts. These
sentiments are very widely
shared...

The U.S., and much of the West,
prefers a more comforting story. To
quote the lead analysis in the (New
York Times, Sept. 16), the perpetra-

tors acted out of “hatred for the
values cherished in the West as
freedom, tolerance, prosperity, re-
ligious pluralism and universal
suffrage.” U.S. actions are
irrelevant, and therefore need not
even be mentioned (Serge
Schmemann). This is a convenient
picture, and the general stance is
not unfamiliar in intellectual his-
tory; in fact, it is close to the norm.
It happens to be completely at vari-
ance with  everything we know,
but has all the merits of self-adu-
lation and uncritical support for
power.

It is also widely recognized that
Bin Laden and others like him are
praying for “a great assault on
Muslim states,” which will cause
“fanatics to flock to his cause”.
That too is familiar. The escalat-
ing cycle of violence is typically
welcomed by the harshest and
most brutal elements on both
sides, a fact evident enough from
the recent history of the Balkans,
to cite only one of many cases.

• What consequences will they• What consequences will they• What consequences will they• What consequences will they• What consequences will they
have on US inner policy and to thehave on US inner policy and to thehave on US inner policy and to thehave on US inner policy and to thehave on US inner policy and to the
American self reception?American self reception?American self reception?American self reception?American self reception?

US policy has already been offi-
cially announced. The world is
being offered a “stark choice”: join

us, or “face the certain prospect of
death and destruction.” Congress
has authorized the use of force
against any individuals or coun-
tries the President determines to be
involved in the attacks, a doctrine
that every supporter regards as
ultra-criminal. That is easily dem-
onstrated. Simply ask how the
same people would have reacted
if Nicaragua had adopted this doc-
trine after the U.S. had rejected the
orders of the World Court to termi-
nate its “unlawful use of force”
against Nicaragua and had vetoed
a Security Council resolution call-
ing  on all states to observe  inter-
national law. And that terrorist at-
tack was far more severe and de-
structive even than this atrocity.

As for how these matters are per-
ceived here, that is far more com-
plex. One should bear in mind
that the media and the intellectual
elites generally have their particu-
lar agendas. Furthermore, the
answer to this question is, in
significant measure, a matter of
decision: as in many other cases,
with sufficient dedication and
energy, efforts to stimulate
fanaticism, blind hatred, and sub-
mission to authority can be        re-
versed. We all know that very well.

• Do you expect U.S. to profoundly• Do you expect U.S. to profoundly• Do you expect U.S. to profoundly• Do you expect U.S. to profoundly• Do you expect U.S. to profoundly
change their policy to the rest ofchange their policy to the rest ofchange their policy to the rest ofchange their policy to the rest ofchange their policy to the rest of
the world?the world?the world?the world?the world?

The initial response was to call for
intensifying the policies that led
to the fury and resentment that
provides the background of
support for the terrorist attack,
and to pursue more intensively
the agenda of the most hard line
elements of the leadership:
increased militarization, domes-
tic regimentation, attack on social
programs. That is all to be
expected. Again, terror attacks,
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and the escalating cycle of vio-
lence they often engender, tend to
reinforce the authority and pres-
tige of the most harsh and
repressive elements of a society.
But there is nothing inevitable
about submission to this course.

• After the first shock, came fear• After the first shock, came fear• After the first shock, came fear• After the first shock, came fear• After the first shock, came fear
of what the U.S. answer is goingof what the U.S. answer is goingof what the U.S. answer is goingof what the U.S. answer is goingof what the U.S. answer is going
to be. Are you afraid, too?to be. Are you afraid, too?to be. Are you afraid, too?to be. Are you afraid, too?to be. Are you afraid, too?

Every sane person should be
afraid of the likely reaction — the
one that has already been
announced, the one that probably
answers Bin Laden’s prayers. It
is highly likely to escalate the
cycle of violence, in the familiar
way, but in this case on a far
greater scale.

The U.S. has already demanded
that Pakistan terminate the food
and other supplies that are keep-
ing at least some of the starving
and suffering people of Afghani-
stan alive. If that demand is
implemented, unknown numbers
of people who have not the remot-
est connection to terrorism will
die, possibly millions.

We can learn a great deal about
the moral level of the reigning in-
tellectual culture of the West by
observing the reaction to this de-
mand. I think we can be reason-
ably confident that if the Ameri-
can population had the slightest
idea of what is being done in their
name, they would be utterly ap-
palled. It would be instructive to
seek      historical precedents.

If Pakistan does not agree to this
and other U.S. demands, it may
come under direct attack as well
— with unknown consequences.
If Pakistan does submit to U.S.
demands, it is not impossible that
the government will be over-

thrown by forces much like the
Taliban — who in this case will
have nuclear weapons. That could
have an effect throughout the re-
gion, including the oil producing
states. At this point we are con-
sidering the possibility of a war
that may destroy much of human
society.

Even without pursuing such pos-
sibilities, the likelihood is that an
attack on Afghans will have pretty
much the effect that most analysts
expect: it will enlist great numbers
of others to support of Bin Laden,
as he hopes. Even if he is killed, it
will make little difference. His
voice will be heard on cassettes
that are distributed throughout the
Islamic world, and he is likely to
be revered as a martyr, inspiring
others.

• “The world will never be the• “The world will never be the• “The world will never be the• “The world will never be the• “The world will never be the
same after 11.09.01”. Do you thinksame after 11.09.01”. Do you thinksame after 11.09.01”. Do you thinksame after 11.09.01”. Do you thinksame after 11.09.01”. Do you think
s o ?s o ?s o ?s o ?s o ?

The horrendous terrorist attacks
on Tuesday are something quite
new in world affairs, not in their
scale and character, but in the tar-
get. For the US, this is the first time
since the War of 1812 that its
national territory has been under
attack ...  It’s colonies have been
attacked, but not the national    ter-
ritory itself. During these years the
US virtually exterminated the in-
digenous population, conquered
half of Mexico, intervened vio-
lently in the surrounding      re-
gion, conquered Hawaii and the
Philippines (killing hundreds of
thousands of Filipinos), and in the
past half century particularly,  ex-
tended its resort to force through-
out much of the world. The
number of victims is colossal.

For the first time, the guns have
been directed the other way. The

This article is extractedThis article is extractedThis article is extractedThis article is extractedThis article is extracted
from an interview by Ra-from an interview by Ra-from an interview by Ra-from an interview by Ra-from an interview by Ra-
dio B92, Belgrade, withdio B92, Belgrade, withdio B92, Belgrade, withdio B92, Belgrade, withdio B92, Belgrade, with
Noam Chomsky, prob-Noam Chomsky, prob-Noam Chomsky, prob-Noam Chomsky, prob-Noam Chomsky, prob-
ably America's most out-ably America's most out-ably America's most out-ably America's most out-ably America's most out-
standing public intellec-standing public intellec-standing public intellec-standing public intellec-standing public intellec-
tual since the 1960s.  A dis-tual since the 1960s.  A dis-tual since the 1960s.  A dis-tual since the 1960s.  A dis-tual since the 1960s.  A dis-
tinguished Professor oftinguished Professor oftinguished Professor oftinguished Professor oftinguished Professor of
Linguistics in the Massa-Linguistics in the Massa-Linguistics in the Massa-Linguistics in the Massa-Linguistics in the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Tech-chusetts Institute of Tech-chusetts Institute of Tech-chusetts Institute of Tech-chusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, he has revolution-nology, he has revolution-nology, he has revolution-nology, he has revolution-nology, he has revolution-
ised the study of linguis-ised the study of linguis-ised the study of linguis-ised the study of linguis-ised the study of linguis-
tics.  His studies of Ameri-tics.  His studies of Ameri-tics.  His studies of Ameri-tics.  His studies of Ameri-tics.  His studies of Ameri-
can politics and foreigncan politics and foreigncan politics and foreigncan politics and foreigncan politics and foreign
policy are also legendary.policy are also legendary.policy are also legendary.policy are also legendary.policy are also legendary.

same is true, even more dramati-
cally, of Europe. Europe has suf-
fered murderous destruction, but
from internal wars, meanwhile
conquering much of the world
with extreme brutality. It has not
been under attack by its victims
outside, with rare exceptions (the
IRA in England, for example). It
is therefore natural that NATO
should rally to the support of the
US; hundreds of years of imperial
violence have an enormous im-
pact on the intellectual and moral
culture.

It is correct to say that this is a
novel event in world history, not
because of the scale of the atroc-
ity -- regrettably — but because of
the target. How the West chooses
to react is a matter of supreme
importance. If the rich and pow-
erful choose to keep to their tradi-
tions of hundreds of years and
resort to extreme violence, they
will contribute to the escalation
of a cycle of violence. Of course,
that is by no means inevitable. An
aroused public within the more
free and democratic societies can
direct policies towards a much
more humane and honorable
course.q
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e have taken a great
wound, we Americans,
and our first task is to
rescue survivors if that is

still possible, to grieve and to re-
main alert until we better under-
stand what happened to us. The
time will come soon enough to
sort out the causes, who delivered
this vicious attack and how we
hold them accountable, then to
assign official blame at home, if
the facts require it. We should also
begin deeper arguments about the
political meanings, the failures in
our own leadership and the role
our government has chosen to play
in the world.

But right now, our minds are
swimming in the same ghastly
images. Dazed men and women,
covered with dust, streaming
north on foot from lower Man-
hattan. A TV videotape replay-
ing the fiendish plot in which
commercial airliners are turned
into suicide bombs. The
smoldering ruins at the Penta-
gon. The lost skyline in Manhat-
tan. The bolt of fear: Where are
my children? Questions spun
through our heads, but all the cir-
cuits were busy. Terror leaves its
sickening residue, the swooning
sense of helpless vulnerability.
That is the purpose.

One odd privilege of being Ameri-
can is that we have had very little
experience with such blindsiding
assaults, at least in modern times.
Other countries became the battle-
grounds, not ours. Other peoples
were schooled in stoical expecta-
tions, knowing that the worst can
happen and sometimes does, but
not Americans.

It is essential now to stick to hard
facts, not fearsome shadows or
injured hubris (or the xenophobic
hatreds already in the air). Yet the
intelligence agencies that had not
a clue what was coming were
claiming within hours to have
proof of who organized the attack.
And figures like Henry Kissinger
are already calling for an open-
ended war against terrorist or-
ganizations—regardless of
whether any evidence establishes
their culpability.

Civil liberties, already under at-
tack, were immediate targets.
Legislators talked of granting
the FBI and other agencies broad
new powers—this despite the
fact that the FBI is already inter-
cepting a record number of
calls. Some called for wholesale
closing of US borders. On Tues-
day, only Senator Joseph Biden,
himself a key supporter of the
noxious Anti-Terrorism and Ef-
fective Death Penalty Bill of
1996, to his credit stood on the
Capitol lawn to suggest that any
incursions on civil  l iberties
should be resisted.

After the dead are properly
mourned, after we have reliably
established how this happened
and who was responsible, then
we Americans must undertake a
most difficult conversation among
ourselves. Yes, we should speak
with one voice expressing our
compassion and outrage, but we
need a multiplicity of voices, a true
national debate about what sane
national security means in the
twenty-first century. The paradox
is that if or when we engage in
brutal reprisals, they will serve a

cathartic function for the vast
majority of justifiably outraged
Americans. But let us not delude
ourselves; they will inflame rather
than deter. In the long run, the only
way to deal with international ter-
rorism is to build and support in-
ternational institutions toward
that end.

This is a pivotal moment when we
should reconsider our posture to-
ward the world and examine the
true burdens and obligations of
acting like an empire awesomely
more powerful than any others
and answerable to no one. To
maintain international order, our
military occasionally intervenes
in what, for us, are meant to be
casualty-free wars. Our economic
order claims to spread democracy
by imposing its own self-inter-
ested rules on poorer nations. Yet,
as we learned and should have
already understood, this great
country is vulnerable too, beyond
imagination. Whoever planned
this vicious attack must have cal-
culated that the United States is
at a fragile juncture, its great pros-
perity sinking and uncertain lead-
ers in power. They probably in-
tended an unraveling, both of fi-
nancial markets and the national
confidence.

It may seem trite to say so, but the
calamity does test our character.
If we are shrewd about ourselves
and truly brave, citizens will not
yield to hysteria—or accept dra-
conian new laws that undermine
civil liberties—but will force these
difficult questions into the politi-
cal debate.

Source: The Nation, 1 October 2001
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clared the Jewish right to a home-
land in Palestine, and 1948, the
year the state of Israel was created.

Decades later, Palestinians asked
me how the West could stand idly
by as hundreds of thousands of
their countrymen remained con-
fined to refugee camps in their
own land, surrounded by Israeli
military occupation. Hadn’t the
United Nations passed resolu-
tions calling for a halt to the build-
ing of more illegal Israeli settle-
ments in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip? Why did the West do noth-
ing to make those resolutions
stick, yet choose to vigorously en-
force other U.N. decisions more to
its liking?

What had the Palestinians done
to deserve such unequal treat-
ment?

s America tries to com-
prehend the appalling
events of last week, we
all want answers. But

are we asking the right questions?

After the events of Sept. 11, we are
being told the world has changed
forever. We are about to embark on
the first war of the 21st century.
Already Washington is talking of
a $20-billion military budget to
root out the scourge of terrorism
once and for all.

But can money seriously buy a
military solution? Can we wage
war on terrorism the way our lead-
ers say? Or should we also take a
step back and ask ourselves why
this country has aroused such
hatred from abroad.

As I watched the images from
New York and Washington last
week, I found myself recalling a
time 20 years ago when I worked
as a British volunteer  in the Pal-
estinian refugee camps of the
West Bank and Gaza. In conver-
sations with Palestinians of my
own age, I was frequently lectured
on the wrongs committed by my
own government in London and
by the United States, including
dates and events engraved in
Arab history but that are little
known or understood in the West.
Among them are the 1917 Balfour
Declaration, in which Britain de-

These young men and women
said they were tired of waiting for
the West to act. I wondered if these
were just idle words. But I could
see in their faces that frustration
was turning to desperation. It was
a gradual process. On subsequent
visits, my friends told me how Is-
lamic fundamentalism was over-
taking the Palestinian nationalist
movement, especially among
young university students.

Muslims weren’t the only ones
who became radical. First came
the intifada in the 1980s. Stone-
throwing Palestinians showed for
the first time they were prepared
to die for what they believed in.

Some hope was restored with the

COVER STORY
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peace process in the 1990s. But as
the United States continues to
send billions of dollars in foreign
aid to Israel, Palestinians com-
plain they have received only
minimal support. Meanwhile, Is-
rael seizes more land and builds
more settlements. Palestinians
claim the United States’ almost
unconditional support for Israel
is what has doomed the peace
process.

A second intifada has since
erupted in the West Bank and
Gaza. No longer are Palestinians
content with throwing stones at
Israeli soldiers. Desperation has
turned suicidal.

It is, of course, hard to under-
stand how a young mind can ra-
tionalize the decision to become
a suicide bomber. In the West we
call it “senseless” terrorism, but
we may miss the point. Terror-
ism, however mindless it might
seem, does not appear in a
vacuum. Were we to put our-
selves in the shoes of those who
have only known violence, pov-
erty and repression, I fear the
lines between rational and irra-
tional might easily become
blurred.

Palestinians, from all we currently
know, were not behind the New
York and Washington suicide at-
tacks — though some did cheer in
the streets when it happened.
Their plight is only a symbol and
a symptom of a far broader and
far more dangerous phenomenon
of militant Islamic extremism
across the Arab world and further
east.

Its roots stem from centuries of
foreign intervention and bungling
in the Islamic world, dating back
to the days of the Ottoman Empire.
More recently, in the 1980s, the CIA
armed and trained the Muslim
resistance fighters in Afghanistan
during the Soviet occupation of
that country. Among them was a
young Saudi Arabian, Osama bin
Laden.

Today, bin Laden and other Is-
lamic militants operate an amor-
phous network across the globe.
While the Palestinian cause is one
of their motivations, they are dedi-
cated to expelling U.S. influence
from the entire region, including
American troops in Saudi Arabia.
While Afghanistan may be their
physical base, under the protec-
tion of the Taleban, Islamic groups
have established strong links in
Europe, North Africa and the
United States.

It is this network that the Bush
administration is gearing up to go
to war against. But can a high-
tech U.S. war machine do battle
with a radical theology?

Some military analysts believe it
is a war that can and should be
fought, using the highly skilled

Knowing What
It Means

and precise aggression of U.S.
Special Forces backed by sound
intelligence work. They point to
the 1986 air strike against Libya,
which analysts say contributed to
a sharp downturn in terrorist
sponsorship by that government
and Syria.

At the same time analysts recog-
nize that such military actions
could fuel the cycle of violence, if
not combined with skilled diplo-
matic action to win support
among moderate Arab states.

But, if that is the path we are to
chose, it will not be easy.

My brother, who has spent most
of his career as a journalist in the
Middle East, recalls a U.N. official
once telling him that U.S.-backed
Israeli signals intelligence in the
Middle East was second to none.
“They can hear a pin drop any-
where,” he said. “But the trouble
is they don’t always know what
it means.”

This is a difficult time to ask for
understanding of such diabolical
acts. Nothing can diminish the
shock and horror of what we have
all witnessed this past week. The
urge for swift retaliation and ret-
ribution is natural — and justifi-
able.

But before we plunge into a part
of the world about which we com-
prehend so little, we must con-
sider the cultural and historical
tinderbox we are dealing with.

Otherwise there will be no an-
swers or solutions. Only more mis-
understanding and violence. q

Source: St. Petersburg Times,
   September 16, 2001
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etaliation is a trap. In a
world that was sup-
posed to have learnt that
the rule of law comes

above revenge, President Bush
appears to be heading for the very
disaster that Osama bin Laden
has laid down for him. Let us have
no doubts about what happened
in New York and Washington last
week. It was a crime against hu-
manity. We cannot understand
America’s need to retaliate unless
we accept this bleak, awesome
fact. But this crime was perpe-
trated – it becomes ever clearer –
to provoke the United States into
just the blind, arrogant punch that
the US military is preparing.

Mr bin Laden – every day his cul-
pability becomes more apparent
– has described to me how he
wishes to overthrow the pro-
American regime of the Middle
East, starting with Saudi Arabia
and moving on to Egypt, Jordan
and the other Gulf states. In an
Arab world sunk in corruption
and dictatorships – most of them
supported by the West – the only
act that might bring Muslims to
strike at their own leaders would
be a brutal, indiscriminate assault
by the United States. Mr bin Laden
is unsophisticated in foreign af-
fairs, but a close student of the art
and horror of war. He knew how
to fight the Russians who stayed
on in Afghanistan, a Russian
monster that revenged itself upon

its ill-educated, courageous an-
tagonists until, faced with war
without end, the entire Soviet Un-
ion began to fall apart.

The Chechens learnt this lesson.
And the man responsible for so
much of the bloodbath in
Chechnya – the career KGB man
whose army is raping and mur-
dering the insurgent Sunni Mus-
lim population of Chechnya – is
now being signed up by Mr Bush
for his “war against people’’.
Vladimir Putin must surely have
a sense of humor to appreciate the
cruel ironies that have now come
to pass, though I doubt if he will
let Mr Bush know what happens
when you start a war of retalia-
tion; your army – like the Russian
forces in Chechnya – becomes
locked into battle with an enemy

that appears ever more ruthless,
ever more evil.

But the Americans need look no
further than Ariel Sharon’s futile
war with the Palestinians to un-
derstand the folly of retaliation. In
Lebanon, it was always the same.
A Hizbollah guerrilla would kill
an Israeli occupation soldier, and
the Israelis would fire back in re-
taliation at a village in which a
civilian would die. The Hizbollah
would retaliate with a Katyusha
missile attack over the Israeli bor-
der, and the Israelis would retali-
ate again with a bombardment of
Southern Lebanon. In the end, the
Hizbollah - the “center of world
terror’’ according to Mr Sharon -
drove the Israelis out of Lebanon.

In Israel/Palestine, it is the same
story. An Israeli soldier shoots a
Palestinian stone-thrower. The
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Palestinians retaliate by killing a
settler. The Israelis then retaliate
by sending a murder squad to kill
a Palestinian gunman. The Pales-
tinians retaliate by sending a sui-
cide bomber into a pizzeria. The
Israelis then retaliate by sending
F-16s to bomb a Palestinian po-
lice station. Retaliation leads to
retaliation and more retaliation.
War without end.

And while Mr Bush - and perhaps
Mr Blair - prepare their forces, they
explain so meretriciously that this
is a war for “democracy and lib-
erty’’, that it is about men who are
“attacking civilization’’.”America
was targeted for attack,’’ Mr Bush
informed us on Friday, “because
we are the brightest beacon for free-
dom and opportunity in the
world.’’

But this is not why America was
attacked. If this was an Arab-Mus-
lim apocalypse, then it is inti-
mately associated with events in
the Middle East and with Ameri-
ca’s stewardship of the area. Ar-
abs, it might be added, would
rather like some of that democracy
and liberty and freedom that Mr
Bush has been telling them about.
Instead, they get a president who
wins 98 per cent in the elections
(Washington’s friend, Mr
Mubarak) or a Palestinian police
force, trained by the CIA, that tor-
tures and sometimes kills its peo-
ple in prison. The Syrians would
also like a little of that democracy.
So would the Saudis. But their ef-
fete princes are all friends of
America - in many cases, educated
at US universities.

I will always remember how Presi-

dent Clinton announced that
Saddam Hussein – another of our
grotesque inventions – must be
overthrown so that the people of
Iraq could choose their own lead-
ers. But if that happened, it would
be the first time in Middle Eastern
history that Arabs have been per-
mitted to do so. No, it is “our’’
democracy and “our’’ liberty and
freedom that Mr Bush and Mr
Blair are talking about, our West-
ern sanctuary that is under attack,
not the vast place of terror and
injustice that the Middle East has
become.

Let me illustrate what I mean.
Nineteen years ago today, the
greatest act of terrorism – using
Israel’s own definition of that
much misused word – in modern
Middle Eastern history began.
Does anyone remember the anni-
versary in the West? How many
readers of this article will remem-
ber it? I will take a tiny risk and
say that no other British newspa-
per - certainly no American news-
paper - will today recall the fact
that on 16 September 1982, Isra-
el’s Phalangist militia allies
started their three-day orgy of
rape and knifing and murder in
the Palestinian refugee camps of
Sabra and Shatila that cost 1,800
lives.

It followed an Israeli invasion of
Lebanon - designed to drive the
PLO out of the country and given
the green light by the then US Sec-
retary of State, Alexander Haig -
which cost the lives of 17,500 Leba-
nese and Palestinians, almost all
of them civilians. That’s probably
three times the death toll in the
World Trade Center. Yet I do not
remember any vigils or memorial

services or candle-lighting in
America or the West for the inno-
cent dead of Lebanon; I don’t re-
call any stirring speeches about
democracy or liberty. In fact, my
memory is that the United States
spent most of the bloody months
of July and August 1982 calling
for “restraint”.

No, Israel is not to blame for what
happened last week. The culprits
were Arabs, not Israelis. But
America’s failure to act with
honor in the Middle East, its pro-
miscuous sale of missiles to those
who use them against civilians,
its blithe disregard for the deaths
of tens of thousands of Iraqi chil-
dren under sanctions of which
Washington is the principal sup-
porter – all these are intimately re-
lated to the society that produced
the Arabs who plunged America
into an apocalypse of fire last
week.

America’s name is literally
stamped on to the missiles fired
by Israel into Palestinian build-
ings in Gaza and the West Bank.
Only four weeks ago, I identified

Nineteen Years Ago

US Arms

Democracy And
Liberty At Stake?
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one of them as an AGM 114-D air-
to-ground rocket made by Boeing
and Lockheed-Martin at their fac-
tory in – of all places – Florida,
the state where some of the
suiciders trained to fly.

It was fired from an Apache heli-
copter (made in America, of
course) during the 1982 Israeli
invasion of Lebanon, when hun-
dreds of cluster bombs were
dropped in civilian areas of Bei-
rut by the Israelis in contravention
of undertakings given to the
United States. Most of the bombs
had US Naval markings and
America then suspended a ship-
ment of fighter bombers to Israel -
for less than two months.

The same type of missile – this
time an AGM 114-C made in Geor-
gia – was fired by the Israelis into
the back of an ambulance near the
Lebanese village of Mansori, kill-
ing two women and four children.
I collected the pieces of the mis-
sile, including its computer cod-
ing plate, flew to Georgia and pre-
sented them to the manufacturers
at the Boeing factory. And what
did the developer of the missile
say to me when I showed him

photographs of the children his
missile had killed? “Whatever
you do,” he told me, “don’t quote
me as saying anything critical of
the policies of Israel.”

I’m sure the father of those chil-
dren, who was driving the ambu-
lance, will have been appalled by
last week’s events, but I don’t sup-
pose, given the fate of his own
wife – one of the women killed –
that he was in a mood to send con-
dolences to anyone. All these
facts, of course, must be forgotten
now.

Every effort will be made in the
coming days to switch off the
“why’’ question and concentrate
on the who, what and how. CNN
and most of the world’s media
have already obeyed this essen-
tial new war rule. I’ve already
seen what happens when this rule
is broken. When The Independent
published my article on the con-
nection between Middle Eastern
injustice and the New York holo-
caust, the BBC’s 24-hour news
channel produced an American
commentator who remarked that
“Robert Fisk has won the prize for
bad taste’’. When I raised the same
point on an Irish radio talk show,
the other guest, a Harvard lawyer,
denounced me as a bigot, a liar, a
“dangerous man’’ and – of course
– potentially anti-Semitic. The
Irish pulled the plug on him.

No wonder we have to refer to the
terrorists as “mindless’’. For if we
did not, we would have to explain
what went on in those minds. But
this attempt to censor the realities
of the war that has already begun
must not be permitted to continue.
Look at the logic. Secretary of State

Asking Why

Colin Powell was insisting on Fri-
day that his message to the
Taliban is simple: they have to
take responsibility for sheltering
Mr bin Laden. “You cannot sepa-
rate your activities from the activi-
ties of the perpetrators,’ ’  he
warned. But the Americans abso-
lutely refuse to associate their
own response to their predica-
ment with their activities in the
Middle East. We are supposed to
hold our tongues, even when Ariel
Sharon - a man whose name will
always be associated with the
massacre at Sabra and Shatila -
announces that Israel also wishes
to join the battle against “world
terror’’.

No wonder the Palestinians are
fearful. In the past four days, 23
Palestinians have been killed in
the West Bank and Gaza, an as-
tonishing figure that would have
been front-page news had
America not been blitzed. If Israel
signs up for the new conflict, then
the Palestinians – by fighting the
Israelis – will, by extension, be-
come part of the “world terror’’
against which Mr Bush is suppos-
edly going to war. Not for nothing
did Mr Sharon claim that Yasser
Arafat had connections with
Osama bin Laden.

I repeat: what happened in New
York was a crime against human-
ity. And that means policemen,
arrests, justice, a whole new in-
ternational court at The Hague if
necessary. Not cruise missiles and
“precision’’ bombs and Muslim
lives lost in revenge for Western
lives. But the trap has been
sprung. Mr Bush – perhaps we,
too - are now walking into it.

Source: Independent/UK 16
September 2001
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pectacular horror of the
sort that struck New
York (and to a lesser de-
gree Washington) has

ushered in a new world of unseen,
unknown assailants, terror mis-
sions without political message,
senseless destruction.

For the residents of this wounded
city, the consternation, fear, and
sustained sense of outrage and
shock will certainly continue for
a long time, as will the genuine
sorrow and affliction that so much
carnage has so cruelly imposed on
so many.

New Yorkers have been fortunate
that Mayor Rudy Giuliani, a nor-
mally rebarbative and unpleas-
antly combative, even retrograde
figure, has rapidly attained
Churchillian status. Calmly,
unsentimentally, and with ex-
traordinary compassion, he has
marshalled the city’s heroic police,
fire and emergency services to
admirable effect and, alas, with
huge loss of life. Giuliani’s was
the first voice of caution against
panic and jingoistic attacks on the
city’s large Arab and Muslim com-
munities, the first to express the
commonsense of anguish, the first
to press everyone to try to resume
life after the shattering blows.

Would that that were all. The na-
tional television reporting has of
course brought the horror of those
dreadful winged juggernauts into
every household, unremittingly,

insistently, not always edifyingly.
Most commentary has stressed,
indeed magnified, the expected
and the predictable in what most
Americans feel: terrible loss, an-
ger, outrage, a sense of violated
vulnerability, a desire for venge-
ance and un-restrained retribu-
tion. Beyond formulaic expres-
sions of grief and patriotism, every
politician and accredited pundit
or expert has dutifully repeated
how we shall not be defeated, not
be deterred, not stop until terror-
ism is exterminated. This is a war
against terrorism, everyone says,
but where, on what fronts, for
what concrete ends? No answers
are provided, except the vague
suggestion that the Middle East
and Islam are what ‘we’ are up
against, and that terrorism must
be destroyed.

What is most depressing, however,
is how little time is spent trying to
understand America’s role in the
world, and its direct involvement
in the complex reality beyond the
two coasts that have for so long
kept the rest of the world ex-
tremely distant and virtually out
of the average American’s mind.
You’d think that ‘America’ was a
sleeping giant rather than a su-
perpower almost constantly at
war, or in some sort of conflict, all
over the Islamic domains. Osama
bin Laden’s name and face have
become so numbingly familiar to
Americans as in effect to obliter-
ate any history he and his shad-
owy followers might have had

before they became stock symbols
of everything loathsome and hate-
ful to the collective imagination.
Inevitably, then, collective pas-
sions are being funnelled into a
drive for war that uncannily re-
sembles Captain Ahab in pursuit
of Moby Dick, rather than what is
going on, an imperial power in-
jured at home for the first time,
pursuing its interests systemati-
cally in what has become a sud-
denly reconfigured geography of
conflict, without clear borders, or
visible actors. Manichaean sym-
bols and apocalyptic scenarios are
bandied about with future conse-
quences and rhetorical restraint
thrown to the winds.

Rational understanding of the
situation is what is needed now,
not more drum-beating. George
Bush and his team clearly want
the latter, not the former. Yet to
most people in the Islamic and
Arab worlds the official US is syn-
onymous with arrogant power,

COVER STORY

Time For Intellectual Honesty

There Are Many Islams
by Edward Said
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known for its sanctimoniously
munificent support not only of Is-
rael but of numerous repressive
Arab regimes, and its inattentive-
ness even to the possibility of dia-
logue with secular movements
and people who have real griev-
ances. Anti-Americanism in this
context is not based on a hatred of
modernity or technology-envy: it
is based on a narrative of concrete
interventions, specific depreda-
tions and, in the cases of the Iraqi
people’s suffering under US-im-
posed sanctions and US support
for the 34-year-old Israeli occupa-
tion of Palestinian territories. Is-
rael is now cynically exploiting
the American catastrophe by in-
tensifying its military occupation
and oppression of the Palestin-
ians.

Political rhetoric in the US has
overridden these things by fling-
ing about words like ‘terrorism’
and ‘freedom’ whereas, of course,
such large abstractions have
mostly hidden sordid material
interests, the influence of the oil,
defence and Zionist lobbies now
consolidating their hold on the
entire Middle East, and an age-old
religious hostility to (and igno-
rance of) ‘Islam’ that takes new
forms every day.

Intellectual responsibility, how-
ever, requires a still more critical
sense of the actuality. There has
been terror of course, and nearly
every struggling modern move-
ment at some stage has relied on
terror. This was as true of
Mandela’s ANC as it was of all
the others, Zionism included.
And yet bombing defenceless ci-
vilians with F-16s and helicopter
gunships has the same structure
and effect as more conventional
nationalist terror.

What is bad about all terror is
when it is attached to religious
and political abstractions and

reductive myths that keep veering
away from history and sense. This
is where the secular conscious-
ness has to try to make itself felt,
whether in the US or in the Mid-
dle East. No cause, no God, no
abstract idea can justify the mass
slaughter of innocents, most par-
ticularly when only a small group
of people are in charge of such
actions and feel themselves to rep-
resent the cause without having a
real mandate to do so.

Besides, much as it has been quar-
relled over by Muslims, there isn’t
a single Islam: there are Islams,
just as there are Americas. This
diversity is true of all traditions,
religions or nations even though
some of their adherents have
futiley tried to draw boundaries
around themselves and pin their
creeds down neatly. Yet history is
far more complex and contradic-
tory than to be represented by
demagogues who are much less
representative than either their
followers or opponents claim. The
trouble with religious or moral
fundamentalists is that today
their primitive ideas of revolution
and resistance, including a will-
ingness to kill and be killed, seem
all too easily attached to techno-
logical sophistication and what
appear to be gratifying acts of hor-
rifying retaliation. The New York
and Washington suicide bombers
seem to have been middle-class,
educated men, not poor refugees.
Instead of getting a wise leader-
ship that stresses education, mass
mobilisation and patient organi-
sation in the service of a cause, the
poor and the desperate are often
conned into the magical thinking
and quick bloody solutions that
such appalling models provide,
wrapped in lying religious clap-
trap.

On the other hand, immense mili-
tary and economic power are no
guarantee of wisdom or moral vi-

sion. Sceptical and humane voices
have been largely unheard in the
present crisis, as ‘America’ girds
itself for a long war to be fought
somewhere out there, along with
allies who have been pressed into
service on very uncertain grounds
and for imprecise ends. We need
to step back from the imaginary
thresholds that separate people
from each other and re-examine
the labels, reconsider the limited
resources available, decide to
share our fates with each other as
cultures mostly have done, de-
spite the bellicose cries and
creeds.

‘Islam’ and ‘the West’ are sim-
ply inadequate as banners to
follow blindly. Some will run
behind them, but for future gen-
erations to condemn themselves
to prolonged war and suffering
without so much as a critical
pause, without looking at inter-
dependent histories of injustice
and oppression, without trying
for common emancipation and
mutual enlightenment seems far
more wilful than necessary.
Demonisation of the Other is not
a sufficient basis for any kind of
decent politics, certainly not
now when the roots of terror in
injustice can be addressed, and
the terrorists isolated, deterred
or put out of business. It takes
patience and education, but is
more worth the investment than
still greater levels of large-scale
violence and suffering.

Edward Said is Professor of
Comparative Literature in
Columbia University. A Pal-
estinian, he is the author of
several path-breaking books
including Orientalism Orientalism Orientalism Orientalism Orientalism and
Cultural Imperialism.Cultural Imperialism.Cultural Imperialism.Cultural Imperialism.Cultural Imperialism.

Source: Counter Punch
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The glories of our blood and state
Are shadows, not substantial things;

There is no armour against fate;
Death lays his icy hand on kings:

Sceptre and Crown
Must tumble down,

And in the dust be equal made
With the poor crooked scythe and spade.

Some men with swords may reap the field,
And plant fresh laurels where they kill:

But their strong nerves at last must yield;
They tame but one another still:

Early or late
They stoop to fate,

And must give up their murmuring breath
When they, pale captives, creep to death

The garlands wither on your brow;
Then boast no more your mighty deeds;

Upon Death’s purple altar now
See where the victor-victim bleeds:

Your heads must come
To the cold tomb;

Only the actions of the just
Smell sweet, and blossom in their dust.

–– James Shirley

Strike stone on steel,
Fire replies.
Strike men that feel,
The answer is in their eyes.

Powers that are willed to break
The spirit in limbs of pain,
See what spirit you wake!
Strike, and strike again!

You hammer sparks to a flame,
And the flame scorches your hand.
You have given the feeble an aim,
You have made the sick to stand.

You shape by stroke on stroke
Man mightier than he knew;
And the fire your hammer woke
Is a life that is death to you.

— Lawrence Binyon

Death The LevellerStrike Stone
On Steel

All outer names are man-made distinctions
whereas the reality is faith in God and love
of man.  It is not necessary to do away with
differences which distinguish and divide
men.  We must try to understand them. We
must admit faith in the one God of all man-
kind who is worshipped in many ways.

— S. Radhakrishnan, Hindu philosopher

It is the way of heaven to show no favouritism.
It is for ever on the side of the good man.

— Tao Te Ching LXXIX: 192

The absolute is wordless, imageless and name-
less.

— Guru Nanak

You should never allow your hatred for a par-
ticular community, to prompt you to commit an
injustice towards them.  Do justice at all time for
justice is closest to righteousness.

— The Quran

The Hindu God lives in Benares; the Muslim
God at Mecca.  But He who made the world
lives not in a city made by hands.  There is
one Father of Hindu and Muslim, one God in
all matters.

— Humayan Kabir,
the fifteenth-century Muslim mystic

St. Peter proclaims, “In truth, I perceive that God
shows no partiality.  But in every nation, who-
ever fears Him and works righteousness is ac-
cepted by Him.”

— Acts 10:34-35

Q u o t e s
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ecently, the Human
Rights Commission of
Malaysia, Suhakam, re-
leased their report on the

Kesas Highway-Jalan Kebun
gathering last year. They con-
cluded (after a 20 day inquiry in-
volving 46 witnesses) among
other things, that the police had
to take responsibility for  human
rights violations while dispersing
the gathering.

The relevant authorities, how-
ever, reportedly dismissed the
report, claiming it was biased,
influenced by Western thinking
and that Suhakam members
were not “acting in the interest
of Malaysia”.

A few days later, the Deputy Prime
Minister announced that the Cabi-
net had set up a committee to
study Suhakam’s report. He re-
portedly gave an assurance that
there would be no cover-up but
added that an independent com-
mission to study the report was
unnecessary.

The initial knee-jerk reaction to
the report is disturbing. To re-
ject a report because one’s pride
or authority is hurt is a poor re-
action. To be criticized or to have

our mistakes pointed out may
not be easy to accept. But if the
critique is a fair appraisal of
what has happened then it be-
comes necessary (no matter how
painful) to look carefully at the
critique, assess its veracity, take
responsibility and make the
necessary changes.  It is through
this process that we truly learn.

No one is perfect, no system is
perfect, but we can all strive for
improvement.

It is worrying when phrases such
as ‘to think as Malaysians’   or ‘to act
in the interest of Malaysia “  or
“Malaysian values” are used inter-
changeably with a particular gov-
ernment position.  These phrases

HUMAN RIGHTS

Suhakam Not Acting In The
Interest Of Malaysia?

by Dr Prema Devaraj
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are often used to imply that if one
is supportive of the country, then
one must be supportive of the gov-
ernment.

The point is that if people actu-
ally bothered about the country
and the direction it was heading,
they would behave responsibly by
pointing out the faults and subse-
quently working towards improv-
ing the situation. The more peo-
ple take collective responsibility
for the country, the better chances
we have of developing the nation.

We have to stop looking the other
way when injustices occur. Lying
to ourselves or refusing to accept
reality is actually detrimental to
the interests of our country.

The frequent use of the phrase
‘Malaysian values’  needs to be
constantly questioned and chal-
lenged, as it does not make sense.

Values are basically moral princi-
ples and standards. We cannot
define values and a code of
behavior by a country’s borders,
which incidentally are dotted
lines drawn on a map. Borders are
merely artificial constructs de-
signed to demarcate territory.
These can change with an agree-

To reject a report because one’s pride or
authority is hurt is a poor reaction
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ment (or disagreement) between
two countries.

If we cocoon ourselves with this
type of thinking (that value sys-
tems are geographically based),
we will lose the capacity for com-
passion, the ability to feel inter-
connected with all people irre-
spective of their gender, class, eth-
nicity or religious beliefs.  We will
also be denying responsibility or
refusing to be held accountable for
our actions using the pretext that
‘this is how we do it here (ie
Malaysian values)’.

If we go down this slippery slope
of denial all is lost. We will end
up with a situation where people
can claim that George Town val-
ues are different from Taiping or
Seremban values and then go and
do what they like.

Our cultures may differ slightly
but there are universal values
which transcend boundaries and
cultures and these must be up-
held.

A violation against a person or an
abuse of power is a violation irre-
spective of how, where, when or
against whom it occurred. We
cannot justify or excuse behavior
based on geographic location.

We have just celebrated Merdeka
and Malaysia Day. Let us not only
reflect on all the wonderful things
our country has achieved but also
on all the things we must still work
hard to improve.

There is no dishonour in making
mistakes, it is part of the learning
process.

There is dishonour, however,
when we refuse to accept respon-
sibility for our actions. q
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t is indeed a great privi-
lege to be associated with
so many concerned and
caring citizens and lumi-

naries from the alternative media.
I thank Perspektif Pedas for this
privilege.

Perspektif Pedas, though new on
the horizon, has not been a
stranger to many.  Comprising of
young and energetic individuals,
motivated by idealism and in-
spired by a sense of justice, they
have gone about organising talks
and forums, mobilising the
young, addressing the issues of
the day through concert and dis-
cussions, publishing an alterna-
tive magazine and lauching a
Chinese web-site.  To have
achieved so much in so short a
period speaks well of their re-
markable vim and vigour.

It is fitting that we are gathered
here tonight to pay tribute to that
unquenchable spirit of freedom
that will not be easily cowed or
simply broken.

People who stick out their necks
and dare to stand up for a com-
mon cause in an hostile environ-
ment deserve to be recognised as
brave men and women.  And it is
only proper that we honour them
for their courage and commit-
ment.

PRESS FREEDOM

Independent Media Night
Speech by P. Ramakrishnan
Selangor Chinese Assembly Hall, 24 August 2001

IIIII

No society can progress without
them.

For society to progress we not only
need courageous and commited
people, we also need a free press
and honest journalists.

We despair when we look around
and discover the hopeless situa-
tion the mainstream media is in.

It is controlled and throttled and
belittled by the powers that be.

We are outraged that the main-
stream media is manipulated to
dish out slanted news and at
times even downright lies.  There
is no critical reporting or honest
probing; there is no questioning
of policies or demanding of ac-
countability.  It is not revolted by
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corruption or abuse of power in
high places.  It merely reports -
humbly and piously - what the
great leader says and does.

• It is not appalled that issues of
justice are decided on matters
of technicalities rather than
based on fairness and merit of
the case.

• It does not lash out against the
absurdities of mega awards in
defamation suits running into
hundreds of millions.  It is
mindboggling that anybody’s
reputation can be quantified in
such colossal terms.

• It is not disturbed that the PM
is talking nonsense when he
castigates Suhakam’s report.  It
does not tell him that he is talk-
ing rubbish and point out to
him that Suhakam’s findings
are based on evidence and its
conclusions have nothing to
do with Western thinking. A
wrong is a wrong, no matter
who commits it or where it is
perpetrated.

• It does not campaign against
the ISA as a piece of immoral
legislation.  It is not perturbed
that citizens are put away and
robbed of their precious free-
dom on unproven allegations.

• It does not condemn as insane
the obscene obsession to get
into the book of records as
wasteful and unnecessary.
Where have all these numer-
ous records taken us to; what
benefits have they brought to
the poor and downtrodden?
Who cares if we have the big-
gest erection in the world.
Does it matter?  But it matters
to us that our wealth is squan-

dered on wasteful spendings.

The monopolistic control of the
press ensures that the powers that
be are always portrayed in a posi-
tive light while differing and dis-
senting views are either distorted
or throttled.

This is why the powers that be
cannot tolerate any independent
media.  It must either be destroyed
or acquired for their own security
and well-being.

A free press on the other hand acts
as a beacon that exposes all that
is wrong in a society and de-
mands accountability from its
leaders.  This is why corrupt lead-
ers and dictators cannot tolerate
a free press.  A free press will, in
all probability make monkeys of
such corrupt leaders and mock-
ery of their policies.  This they
cannot tolerate.  This is why a
leader who wants to stay in power
forever will target the press, crip-
ple it and take hold of it.

When that happens, truth is bur-
ied, justice is sacrificed, institu-
tions are destroyed.  There will  be
no accountability, corruption will
be widespread, democracy will
merely be a word, there will be no
challenge whatsoever.

This is something that people of
conscience must fight against to
prevent the total collapse of av-
enues that provide access to in-
formation and truth.

Somebody said that freedom of
conscience, of education, of
speech, of assembly are among the
very fundamentals of democracy
and all of them would be nulli-
fied should freedom of the press
ever be successfully challenged.

To safeguard this freedom, all of
us must get together collectively
and devise strategies. This must
be done sooner than later.

Aliran has come out with a Char-
ter to protect and promote this free-
dom. This is not the end-all or be-
all document. Though it is initi-
ated by Aliran, it need not be
Aliran’s document.  It can be our
common cause.  Let’s look at it and
turn it around into a citizens’ me-
dia initiative for an accountable,
responsible and independent me-
dia.

Let’s sit down and discuss and
think of ways to get it moving.

From the alternative media group,
KAMI and Malaysiakini have en-
dorsed this.  Let’s jointly seek a
wider endorsement so that it will
have the backing of a wider spec-
trum of the Malaysian society.

We need to mobilise.  We need to
reach out.  We need to win over
others to our cause.  Numbers are
important.

Authority does not yield anything
on its own.  It never has and it
never will.  It has to be demanded;
it has to be extracted; it has to be
fought for.

Freedom’s battles are never easy
and demand heavy prices.  But it
is something worth fighting for.

But tonight we celebrate with
other journalists.  We celebrate
with growing numbers of
Malaysian journalists who have
made a great start towards end-
ing a charade in which people
who are serious about good jour-
nalism are prevented from being
good journalists.q
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he heavily debated issue
of MCA acquiring
Nanyang Siang Pau was
a watershed in the his-

tory of Malaysian media.  Some of
the grassroots protests against it
should dispel the view that
Malaysians don’t desire a free and
independent press because it’s
supposedly a ‘western value’.

But why so much protest now
when the issue of political parties
owning media in the country is
nothing new?  What’s the differ-
ence between media owned by po-
litical parties or those owned by
private business when objectivity
is said to be a myth?  A reflection
on the first question would help
us grasp recent history more ac-
curately lest it be distorted; discus-
sion on the second would help
sustain and consolidate this de-
sire for a free and independent
press.

Ling Liong Sik appeared to have
underestimated the magnitude
and fervour of the opposition to

MCA acquiring Nanyang.  It is
doubtful he was surprised at it
coming from Lim Ah Lek, given
their differences, notwithstanding
The Star’s earnest efforts to paper
over them just before the 1999 elec-
tion.  Much of the takeover debate
reflected the political infighting
within MCA perhaps because of
a changing of the guards in the
offing.

Ling first said MCA would not

interfere with Nanyang’s editorial
policy just as it never had with The
Star. But sceptics were vindicated
when, after much criticism, he fi-
nally admitted to the takeover as
a strategic political investment for
MCA.  It was nothing short of an
admission of editorial interfer-
ence to come. So why should The
Star have been spared such inter-
ference?  What else can “strategic
political investment” mean?

Also vindicated were those who
suspected Dr. Mahathir as play-

MEDIA

It Matters Who Owns
The Media
The MCA’s takeover of Nanyang triggered unprecedented
grassroots resistance. It also sparked off a debate on which
offers greater scope for media freedom - media owned by
political parties or those owned by private business.

by Wong Kok Keong
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Strategic Investment
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ing a part from the beginning.
After appearing publicly to be a
mere spectator, saying the takeo-
ver was merely a business deal,
he finally admitted unabashedly
to giving Ling the greenlight for
the takeover.  The reason he of-
fered sounded like punishment
for the old Nanyang for, in his
view, taking an anti-Barisan
Nasional (BN) stance at the Lunas
by-election, which saw the BN
defeated by keADILan.

Political infighting within MCA
(and the UMNO connection as
Maznah Mohamed suggested in
Aliran Monthly Vol 21:4 was
played out in this takeover wayang
(stage-show).

But let’s not ignore some of the
grassroots resistance to the takeo-
ver in the name of free press.  It
was this resistance that fuelled the
intensity of the protest.

But why now and not earlier, with
the New Straits Times(NST), Utusan
Malaysia, The Star and even the old
Nanyang—-all owned directly or
indirectly by component parties of
the Barisan Nasional for at least
the past dozen years?

A major reason has to be the po-
litical ramifications of the Anwar

factor.  The way the mainstream
media covered the treatment of
Anwar Ibrahim by the Mahathir
government revealed the injus-
tices of media owned by BN par-
ties. Demonstrators - during and
after the trials of Anwar - experi-
enced first hand the distortion
and lies reported about them.  The
true meaning of media owned by
political parties finally sank in.
Frustrated and angry, many began
actively to seek out alternative
media.

Publications like Aliran Monthly
soon grabbed the attention of
more Malaysians.  But it was the
online version of Harakah that first
offered the most dynamic alterna-
tive.  Though never risen to the sta-
tus of a newspaper  the PAS party
organ performed an important
role by happily catering to dissent-
ing views.

That is, until Malaysiakini came
along in November 1999. With
Harakah predictably marginalised
by the BN government after the
1999 election, Malaysiakini has
helped keep the desire for a free
and independent press alive.  The
Nanyang takeover came when
many were still critical of the po-
litical and media policies of  the
Mahathir administration.

But will this desire for a free and

independent press dissipate over
time, now that Ling’s MCA takeo-
ver of Nanyang is a done deal?
How can it be sustained and con-
solidated?  An important way to
address that is to consider the fol-
lowing: What’s the difference be-
tween media owned by private
business or those owned by po-
litical parties?

Some argue that just as individu-
als have their particular perspec-
tives, so would media by reflect-
ing the bias of their owners.  Me-
dia objectivity, they say, is a myth
and hence, it makes hardly any
difference who owns the media.

Objectivity may be a myth insofar
as it is difficult to detach one’s
perspective or bias.  The problem
is that those who think that it is a
myth are thinking of absolute ob-
jectivity.  Since that cannot be at-
tained, the door is shut on any
creative endeavours at achieving
at least some modicum of objec-
tivity.

The  notion that absolute objectiv-
ity is impossible to attain seems
to justify their own lack of media
fairness or their denial of space
for opposing views to be pre-
sented prominently. It seems to
support their view that the con-

Is Objectivity A Myth?

Why Now?
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cept of independent media is
equally a myth.  And so, it doesn’t
matter who owns the media.

But just because absolute objectiv-
ity, fairness and independence
(OFI) are difficult, should they be
abandoned?  OFI are necessarily
difficult not because they are nebu-
lous but because the struggle for
meaning and truth, in which they
play a crucial role, is a social proc-
ess.  Media striving for OFI foster
the use of critical reasoning as the
measure of meritorious arguments
instead of coercion/force.

Opponents may counter by say-
ing all that would lead to a sensa-
tional and irresponsible media.
They argue that by being open to
differing views, media would be
vulnerable or pandering to ex-
treme views to whip up public
interest. This would translate into
larger profits for media companies
but at the expense of social har-
mony and order. For example,
media could be manipulated by
groups espousing racially chau-
vinistic views that might fuel a
violent response.

The possibility of extreme views

arising should be treated with a
lot of circumspection, although
media should not have a mo-
nopoly on  that responsibility.  It
should also be clear that media
responsibility should be for the
good of society, not just the politi-
cal party in power.  This difference
needs to be kept in mind - espe-
cially when a political party, like
the BN, has been in power for a
long time, as it would naturally
insist that any criticism of it is an
attack on the country.  Equating
the interests of the ruling political
party to those of the country is a
game that ruling politicians have
long played. It is no more than an-
other self-serving way to domi-
nate politically.

Even if media owned by ruling
political parties might ensure re-
sponsibility, it comes with a
heavy price in at least two areas.
One, the ruling political party
would suppress opposing views
by ruling them out by fiat as ex-
treme, irresponsible, or alien and
detrimental to society.  It is a soci-
ety governed by the backward feu-

dalistic mentality of sycophancy
rather than logical, critical reason-
ing.

The other price is that such media
would lack credibility and the
public would rely increasingly on
rumours and the foreign media. It
is no mystery that the Philippines
and its government (since the
overthrow of Marcos’ martial law
regime in 1986) are rarely con-
cerned over “negative” foreign
news reports unlike the near-para-
noid concern in Malaysia and Sin-
gapore. Whatever the foreign me-
dia have to say about the Philip-
pines or its government is really
nothing that the Filipinos have
not already heard from their own
media.

Hence the supreme irony: foreign
media are given more attention
and prosper more in Malaysia
and Singapore, much to the glee
of the foreign media merchants.

Political parties owning media in
a market economy would also
want to ensure profits.  Some see
this as offering a check on media
getting too one-sided because it
would alienate public support.
But this is a narrow view.

Open any newspapers or tune in
to any TV or radio station and one
would not fail to see that they do
not just provide political news.
They also provide other informa-
tion — foreign news, arts and en-
tertainment, sports — that are
major avenues for creating large
audiences to attract advertising
revenues.  Lest there be any doubt,
check out The Star and one would
see the bulk of its contents taken
up by sports, arts and entertain-

The Pitfalls Of
Political Party Control
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ment pages, not to mention the vo-
luminous job ads.

Further, while opposition parties
are allowed to offer their publica-
tions, it is nonsensical to treat
them as having the same status
as UMNO’s Utusan Malaysia and
NST and the MCA’s Star.  Those
who do so are deluding them-
selves.

They are comparing apples with
oranges. The real comparison
should be between the internal
publications of the opposition
(such as Harakah and The Rocket)
and the internal ones of the BN
component parties.

And since BN parties are al-
lowed to own mainstream pa-
pers and radio and TV channels,
why not the opposition parties
too?  Only then can we really
begin to talk about fairness.
Only then can we see how the
different political parties offer
their own spin on issues and
make them available to the pub-
lic at large, as opposed to party
members only.

So, what about media owned by
private business?  To be sure, pri-
vate business owners have their
self-interests to protect as well, a
key one being to maximise prof-
its.  They sometimes protect their
interests by availing themselves of
influence from political parties in
power. Even without the direct
influence from the political par-
ties, indirect influence exists. How
then are media owned by private
business better than those owned

Wong Kok Keong is aWong Kok Keong is aWong Kok Keong is aWong Kok Keong is aWong Kok Keong is a
Malaysian teaching com-Malaysian teaching com-Malaysian teaching com-Malaysian teaching com-Malaysian teaching com-
munication studies in themunication studies in themunication studies in themunication studies in themunication studies in the
United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States

by political parties?

For one, these owners cannot ex-
pect the political parties they sup-
port to be in power all the time.
Backing the wrong party could be
costly.  This is not  applicable to
the Malaysian situation, of course,
since the BN has been in power
since political independence.

Nonetheless, there is more room
for journalism to develop into a
more professional craft in media
owned by private business.  Jour-
nalists would have more room
and less fear to pursue their craft
with more professionalism.  They
will be able to strive for as much
OFI so that the public would come
to discern their credibility rather
than political loyalty as a cardi-
nal virtue of the news information
they provide. Media credibility
would be critical to public support
and profit maximisation.

Such an impetus could foster a
culture that on the one hand en-
courages the public to expect, de-
mand and appreciate attempts at
credibility and on the other hand
overcomes the dead-end pessi-
mism that rejects credibility as yet
another impossibility or myth.

A frustration of some Malaysian
journalists in the mainstream
media over the years is precisely
because they have not been ap-
preciated for their honest efforts
at credible journalism. The pub-
lic have lumped them with other
journalists having little qualms
in doing the bidding of political
parties that are their bosses.
Thus marginalised, how else
can they make headway with
their cause?

It is not that media owned by pri-
vate business will transform all
journalists to strive for OFI to
achieve credibility (though it
would be nice).  This is not about
absolutes.  It is about the emer-
gence of “more” journalists fear-
lessly committed to strengthening
their credibility and “more” mem-
bers of the public able and will-
ing to discern their efforts.

Similarly, media owned by pri-
vate business arguably offer
“more” viable opportunities for
journalists to pursue OFI than
media owned by political par-
ties.  Of course, private busi-
nesses may be less ideal when
compared to non-profit, non-
governmental organizations,
but such non-profit ownerships
are usually not  feasible in a
capitalist, market-economy.  As
long as capitalism is the prevail-
ing economic system, private
business as owners would be
relatively, not absolutely, better
at securing larger media freedom
than political parties.

Although Ling’s MCA has taken
over Nanyang, grassroots dissent
was not defeated; rather, their ef-
forts brought forth a historic mo-
ment in which more Malaysians
became exposed to the impor-
tance of a free and independent
media.  The future will be well
served by resolutely keeping in
mind that it matters who owns
the media.

M o r e  “ S p a c e ”  U n d e r
Private Business?
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y about 3 p.m. there were
about 5,000 people
present.  Water canons
and tear gas were used

to disperse the crowd.
“Kembalik” tow trucks were used
to tow away some of the cars and
the divider in the middle of the
highway was removed with the
help of workers from the Kesas
Authority to enable people to
leave the area.

Leaders of the Barisan Alternative
arrived at the scene at about 5.30
p.m.  As they could not proceed to
the venue where the rally was
originally scheduled to take place,
they decided to give short
speeches on the Kesas Highway
itself.  The last speaker was the
organizing chairman who an-
nounced that the group was go-
ing to disperse and that four rep-
resentatives would meet with the
Police to inform them that they
were dispersing and to request
that the road be opened so that the
crowd could leave the area.

Before they could do so, the police
had moved in with water canons
and the FRU were firing tear gas
at the crowd.

Several people were arrested,
some of whom were assaulted and
sustained injuries. Others were
suffering from the effects of the
tear gas and chemically laced
water.

From a video of the scene, pro-
duced by a witness (W4) who had
been arrested, and marked Exb.5,
police personnel were seen as-
saulting the witness for no appar-
ent reason while others were seen
kicking motorcycles parked by the
roadside.

The Panel is doubtful that any
order to disperse was given.
The Panel is of the view that
even if an order had been given,
it could not have been heard by
the crowd over the noise of
cheering, chanting and clap-
ping that accompanied the short
speeches of the Barisan Alterna-
tive leaders.

The Panel finds that insufficient
time was given to the crowd to
disperse.

The Panel also finds that police

personnel continued to chase
people even when they were run-
ning away from the scene, or in
other words, trying to disperse.

The Panel recommends that :
(1) warnings to disperse should

be given loudly and clearly,
three times at 10 minute inter-
vals.

(2)  people should be given suffi-
cient time to disperse.  The ac-
tual time given should depend
on the size of the crowd.  The
larger the number of people
present, the longer the time
given to enable them to dis-
perse.  The Panel is of the view
that one minute is clearly in-
sufficient time for a large crowd
to disperse.

(3) Police should not chase peo-
ple who are trying to get away
from the scene after a warning
to disperse has been given.

HUMAN RIGHTS

A Day of Shame
Shocking “must-read” extracts from the
Suhakam report on the Kesas Highway incident
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Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4)Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4)Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4)Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4)Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4) tes-
tified that after the leaders had
spoken, the chairperson an-
nounced that they were going to
send representatives to ask the
Police to “open” the road so that
the crowd could disperse.

Suddenly the Police began to
spray water and shoot tear gas at
the people who then started to run
away.  W4 stated that it was diffi-
cult to disperse quickly as there
were thousands of people present
and cars were blocking the way.

W4 saw Datin Seri Dr. Wan
Azizah (W22) in a wheelchair be-
ing rushed away. W4 stated that
teargas cannisters were shot in
the direction of W22.

W4 says he ran under the over-
head pedestrian bridge and sat
near the drain, wiping his eyes
which were stinging due to the
tear gas.

W4 stated that he saw Police per-
sonnel chasing after people who
were running away, kicking mo-
torcycles, hitting cars and people,
and jumping on to the bonnet of
cars.  W4 saw police personnel
kicking an old man before catch-
ing him.  W4 stated that he stood
up and asked them not to beat the
old man.

As W4 tried to jump across the
drain in front of him, he was
caught by a person in plain
clothes who said “tahan, tahan,
tangkap.”  The person boxed W4’s
cheek and hit him on his back.
Other police personnel joined
them and proceeded to kick W4
from the back and from the front,

with one person aiming for his
private parts. The police person-
nel were leading him away and
beating and kicking him in the
process.

W4 produced a video that had re-
corded the entire incident.  It was
marked Exhibit 5.

Encik Shaari bin Karim (W5)Encik Shaari bin Karim (W5)Encik Shaari bin Karim (W5)Encik Shaari bin Karim (W5)Encik Shaari bin Karim (W5)
stated that he was on his way to
Shah Alam when he found that
there was a traffic jam near the toll
booth.  He got out of his car to see
what was happening.  He saw the
police and started to run.

They chased him and hit and
kicked him.  He had a black eye,
and suffered bruises on his right
arm and at two or three places on
his back.  When hit, he fell.  The
police asked him to get up and
then hit him again causing him to
fall again.

W5 stated that he was then
brought to a lorry.  By then he was
almost unconscious.

Encik Shaiful Khairy binEncik Shaiful Khairy binEncik Shaiful Khairy binEncik Shaiful Khairy binEncik Shaiful Khairy bin
Kamarul Zaman (W6)Kamarul Zaman (W6)Kamarul Zaman (W6)Kamarul Zaman (W6)Kamarul Zaman (W6) testified
that he was present at the scene
as he was acting as bodyguard to
W22. After the leaders had spo-
ken and the crowd was about to
disperse, he heard the FRU bell
ringing and immediately after, the
water canons and tear gas were
fired at the crowd.

W22 was on a wheelchair.  Peo-
ple around her lifted the wheel-
chair across the divider, stopped
a passing car and placed her in it.
W6 stated that he then sat on the
boot of the car which was moving

very slowly.

W6 stated that he saw the FRU
approaching, about five or six
men with shields and canes.  He
kept turning round to look at
them.

The third time he turned his face
towards the FRU personnel, he
saw one of them aim his gas gun
at the car.  The police were then
about 60 –70 feet away.  He bent
his head but the gas canister hit
his head on the side.  He fell off
the car.

When he stood up, his vision was
not clear as his eyes were sting-
ing from the tear gas.  He could
not hear with his right ear.  The
tear gas canister had hit his head
directly.

X-rays revealed a fractured skull.
W6 was placed in the ICU for two
days and subsequently in the open
ward for three days.

W6 tendered photographs of him-
self in ICU and these were marked
Exhibit 11.  He testified that he was
still receiving outpatient treat-
ment at SMC and that his ears still
ring off and on.

Encik Pospan Linggan a/lEncik Pospan Linggan a/lEncik Pospan Linggan a/lEncik Pospan Linggan a/lEncik Pospan Linggan a/l
Sinakanu (W19) Sinakanu (W19) Sinakanu (W19) Sinakanu (W19) Sinakanu (W19) testified that he
was on his way to Port Klang to
inform his friends that the gather-
ing at Jalan Kebun had been can-
celled.  About 2.30 p.m. he was
about 200 –300 metres from the
Kemuning Toll.  He saw that it had
been sealed off by the FRU so he
stopped his van.

He got out and started walking

Excessive Use Of Force
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towards the pedestrian bridge.  He
saw FRU personnel walking to-
wards him, firing tear gas.  A
young man was overcome by the
tear gas so W19 stopped to help
him with the mineral water that
he was carrying.

Two FRU personnel reached W19
and caught him, holding him on
each side.  Another FRU person-
nel was affected by the tear gas
and took W19’s mineral water to
drink and wash his face, after
which he started beating W19
with his cane.

Another FRU officer gave a flying
kick to W19’s face and hit him on
the right cheek.  W19 stated that
he blacked out for a few seconds
and when he recovered he noticed
that his lips were torn and bleed-
ing.

Mohamad Hafzal bin IsmailMohamad Hafzal bin IsmailMohamad Hafzal bin IsmailMohamad Hafzal bin IsmailMohamad Hafzal bin Ismail
(W20) (W20) (W20) (W20) (W20) testifies that he was at the
Kesas Highway on the 5th No-
vember 2000.  At the Jalan Kebun
junction there was a road-block
and he was told that the road had
been closed.  He proceeded to-
wards Klang but was unable to
move as there was a traffic jam.
W20 stated that he stopped his car
to say his Zohor prayers and he
and his wife waited in the car .
FRU personnel approached his
car and asked him to get out.  He
did so and was taken by the of-
ficer to the FRU truck where he
was assaulted.  He was injured in
the eye and on his back and his
nose was bleeding.  His face was

punched and his back kicked.
W20 stated that all this happened
in front of his wife who got a shock.
He was taken away in a police
van.  His car was left by the side
of the road as his wife is unable to
drive.

Umi Jumaina binti MohamadUmi Jumaina binti MohamadUmi Jumaina binti MohamadUmi Jumaina binti MohamadUmi Jumaina binti Mohamad
Jan (W14), Jan (W14), Jan (W14), Jan (W14), Jan (W14), a seventeen year old
school girl, testified that she was
at the Kesas Highway with her
parents and brothers on 5th No-
vember 2000.  They were on the
way to Klang but due to a traffic
congestion, her father, who was
driving, stopped the car.  After a
long wait, her father suggested
that they get out to pray at the rest
area.  W14 and her mother fin-
ished praying earlier than her fa-
ther and brothers who were us-
ing a separate prayer room.  W14
stated that while her mother was
talking to the Toll workers, she
went over to where a crowd had
gathered.

W14  stated that she saw YB
Mohamad Sabu (W8) in the
crowd.  At that moment, the FRU
moved towards the group to dis-
perse them.  W14 stated that she
tried to run away but was caught
and beaten with a baton.  Her
tudung was pulled off, she was
kicked and fell down.  W14 said
that she heard W8 shouting at
the police personnel,  asking
them not to beat her.  Her mother,
who had seen what happened,
ran towards her to take her
away but the police personnel
said “Puan ikut sekali”

While W14 and her mother were
being taken to a police vehicle,
W14’s father came towards them
and her father told the police per-
sonnel that W14 was only 17 years
old and due to sit for her SPM ex-
aminations.  The policeman an-
swered “ini arahan”.  W14 and her
mother were taken to a truck in
which there were about forty peo-
ple.  As they were the only two
women among those arrested,
they were allowed to sit in front
with the driver.

The Panel finds from evidence of the
injury to W6 that he had been hit di-
rectly by a gas canister.  From the evi-
dence of witnesses, the Panel takes the
view that tear gas was being fired di-
rectly at the crowd at a distance
shorter than the prescribed safe dis-
tance, resulting in the serious injury
to W6.

The Panel also finds that private
property – cars, vans and motorcy-
cles – were damaged by police per-
sonnel in action not related to or
necessary for crowd dispersal or
arrest and therefore section 84 of
the Criminal Procedure Code
would not apply to absolve the per-
sonnel concerned.

The Panel is of the view that the po-
lice have no authority to confiscate
the film from the camera belonging
to a member of the public.

... the Panel accepts the evidence of
W8, W13 and W14 that police per-
sonnel did pull off the veil of a young
woman and beat and kick her.

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment.

Article 5 : UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights
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Conditions Of Detention And
Treatment In Detention

Puan Norazimah Mohd. NorPuan Norazimah Mohd. NorPuan Norazimah Mohd. NorPuan Norazimah Mohd. NorPuan Norazimah Mohd. Nor
(W18) (W18) (W18) (W18) (W18) was arrested on the 4th
November at the premises in
Jalan Kebun where the proposed
gathering was to take place.  She
had gone there to set up a stall
selling t-shirts, caps and VCDs
of ceramah.

W18 testified that she was taken
to IPK Shah Alam where a state-
ment was recorded from her.  She
was then sent to the Lockup for
women at Kapar Police Station.
W18 stated that in the lockup at
Kapar there were about eight
women in one cell.

On the night she was sent there,
she was ordered by a woman
police officer named Dayang
Safnah to go into the cell, get
onto the platform (pangkin) in
the cell, strip and do 10 knee
squats.

W18 stated that she objected to
taking off her clothes but was
told  “Jangan banyak cakap. Ikut
sahaja arahan.”  W18 stated that
after she had done the knee
squats she was told to put on her
clothes.  W18 stated that the
other detainees in the cell heard
the order given to her by the po-

lice officer and turned.

The Panel is of the view that since
W18 had been arrested at Jalan
Kebun when she was setting up a
stall and had been in police custody
since her arrest, there was no need
for the 100% body search which
should be reserved only for sus-
pects in drug related offences or
violent crimes.

The Panel is of the view that re-
quiring a person to strip and to
squat is degrading treatment.  The
Panel feels that an ordinary body
search should be sufficient.

Causing Injury To Persons In Detention;
Delay In Providing Medical Treatment

Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4) Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4) Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4) Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4) Encik Saedin bin Wateh (W4) tes-
tified that he and several others
who had been arrested were
placed in police trucks. There
were about 40 persons in the truck
which was taken to the Sekolah
Jalan Kebun.  They were made to
wait for almost four hours in the
truck.  It was excessively hot.

Someone began to read a doa.   The
police made fun and the person
said “Siapa kurang ajar?”  The po-
lice then brought “pewangi”  and
sprayed it into the truck.  W4 stated
that he was sitting at the front so
the spray hit him on the face and
went into his eyes.  The Police
sprayed several times.  By then
W4 said that he could not see.
(The Panel was subsequently in-
formed that the “pewangi” was
tear gas in a spray can.)

The detainees were then taken to
the Port Klang Police Station.  W4
stated that he asked for medical
treatment but was refused.  W4
stated that even when a lawyer
arrived and wanted to take W4 to
see a doctor, he was not allowed
to do so.  It was only about 6 a.m.
the next morning, 6th November
2000, that he was taken to the hos-
pital with a few others.

W4 stated that the doctor who ex-
amined him asked him to stay
back until 9 a.m. when the eye
specialist would be in but the Po-
lice refused to let him stay and
took him back to the police station.
It was only at about 1 p.m. that he
was taken to the hospital again.
He was seen by an eye specialist
and warded into Ward 8B where
he remained for nine days. For

three or four days during that pe-
riod his eyes were bandaged.

The Panel finds that although sev-
eral persons detained had suffered
injuries, there was a delay in provid-
ing medical treatment to them.  Some
were brought to the hospital in the
morning of the next day, i.e. 5a.m. on
Monday 6th November. Others were
taken to hospital only after the mag-
istrate ordered it and they were seen
by the doctors between 10 p.m. (6th
Novemeber) and 2 a.m. (7th Novem-
ber).

The Panel finds that some detainees
were not given medication although
the doctors had prescribed them.

The Panel finds that the treatment of
persons detained was cruel and inhu-
man.
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son and taken to the FRU truck.
He was then taken to the HQ and
later the Klang Hospital. …

W44 stated that a photograph of
him being assaulted was pub-
lished in the New Straits Times
and Nan Yang Siang Pau.  The
photographs were produced and
marked Exb.30 & 31.  W44 stated
that the photographs had been
taken by a Reuters cameraman
who was also assaulted and his
camera taken from him.  A photo-
graph and a police report were
produced and marked Exb. 32 &
3 3 .

In response to a question from the
Panel, W44 stated that he was not
in uniform but thought that the
persons who assaulted him knew
that he was a police officer be-
cause he had been working in that
district for 12 years.   W44 also
stated that he was rescued by a
person from that group itself and
the reason W44 gave was that per-
haps the person was not certain
whether he was a police officer or
a member of the public.

The Panel takes note of the fact that

Provocation Of Police;
Injuries To Police Personel

All the police officers at the scene
of the gathering on 5th November
alleged that some members of the
crowd were throwing stones and
sticks at the police.  This was dur-
ing the last incident at about 4 p.m.

The Panel accepts this evidence
but notes that the crowd’s behav-
iour was a reaction to earlier po-
lice brutality, excessive use of tear
gas and the water canon.  The
Panel is of the view that if the po-
lice had exercised restraint in
crowd control, this would not
have happened and the persons
assembled would have dispersed
peacefully.

Inspector Azmi bin Yahya (W44)Inspector Azmi bin Yahya (W44)Inspector Azmi bin Yahya (W44)Inspector Azmi bin Yahya (W44)Inspector Azmi bin Yahya (W44)
testified that he was a special
branch officer who was on duty
on the 5th November to
“menjalankan tugas pemantauan dan
risikan keselamatan” in relation to
the gathering at Jalan Kebun.
W44 stated that at about 5 p.m. he
was at the Kemuning Toll.  He was
approached by 7 – 8 Malay men
who attacked him.  He was
punched and kicked and hit on
the head with a hard object.  He
was rescued by an unknown per-

W44 was assaulted but the persons
who assaulted him are unknown.  The
Panel finds it difficult to believe that
the crowd who were not necessarily
from the district, would have recog-
nized W44 as a police officer, start
assaulting him and then stop and
“rescue” him.

The Panel notes that there were sev-
eral plain clothes police personnel
among the crowd, from the Special
Branch and from the arresting team.
If the group doing the assaulting were
in fact members of the public, surely
they would or could have been appre-
hended by the arresting team.  In fact
none of them were arrested.

The Panel wonders how it is possible
that the group took away the camera
of the cameraman who took the pho-
tograph of the assault and yet the pho-
tograph appeared in the newspapers.

SUHAKAM has received complaints
that police personnel try to disrupt
peaceful gatherings by creating vio-
lent scenes so that they have an ex-
cuse to arrest members of the gather-
ing.   The Panel finds that it is more
probable that the assault on W44 was
orchestrated to turn an otherwise
peaceful gathering into a violent one.

The Panel would like to reiterate that
speeches and shouting do not render
a gathering “not peaceful”.

Article 3: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and
security of person.

Article 6: Everyone has the right to recognition
everywhere as a person before the law.

Article 20: Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly
and association.

UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights
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I’d like to voice my saddest feel-
ings through your Monthly con-
cerning a suggestion made by the
Penang DCM, Datuk Dr.Hilmi
Yahaya, which appeared in the
STAR on 8 September 2001 (“Re-
port Lecturers Who Instigate, Stu-
dents Told” p.4). He suggested
that students of Universiti Sains
Malaysia report lecturers who in-
stigated them against the govern-
ment. It would be better still if the
students used tape recorders as
evidence.

I have just retired from the above
university after having served for
more than 15 years, and 20 years
elsewhere with the Government. I
have enjoyed my profession there
and my rapport with the students
was very good.

The above suggestion made by the
Penang DCM will ruin the nobil-
ity and atmosphere of the teach-

ing profession in two ways.
Firstly, it advocates that students
distrust lecturers and vice versa.
This is one of the worst anti-peda-
gogic principles with regard to the
teaching profession. It reminds
me of the experiences of some
Communist countries, where chil-
dren were trained to spy on par-
ents, and students against teach-
ers. The main objective, of course,
was to make the State the para-
mount Master, with parents as
mere producers and teachers as
technical tools.  The trust, confi-
dence and respect which both stu-
dents and lecturers should have
are gone.

Secondly, the suggestion will cre-
ate a climate of fear in lecture
halls, both for students and lec-
turers. How can any worthwhile
or intelligent discussion or debate
be enjoyed if everyone has to look
over his/her shoulder all the
time? Why should precious en-
ergy be spent merely to determine
what is ‘safe’ or otherwise? Stu-

dents should be free to think, voice
and/or write what they think is
best. Lecturers are there to guide
them.  That is the natural process
of intellectual building of the mind
at any educational level.  What
makes the DCM think that lectur-
ers are wood? Or is that his ulti-
mate aim, to create wooden lectur-
ers?

The suggestion could easily be
misconstrued and abused, espe-
cially when anything that is dif-
ferent, however positive and use-
ful it is, is always considered as
anti-government. In the same pa-
per the Vice-Chancellor, Datuk
Prof. Dzulkifly Abdul Razak,
stated that so far he had not re-
ceived any report about
misdemeanors of lecturers.  I’m
sure the VC will wisely uphold the
autonomy of the university and
not fall victim to some political
tantrums of leaders who are fast
losing their confidence.

Dr. Badriyah Haji Salleh
Penang

In August 1999, pressured by a
massive signature campaign co-
ordinated by NGOs and unions,
Datuk Chua Jui Meng promised
the Malaysian Public that the
Government will not privatize or
even corporatise the Government
Hospitals. However on 26 August
2001, Dr Mahathir indicated that
the BN Government is poised to
renege on yet another of its pre-
election pledges by arguing that
privatization of the Government
Hospitals is necessary and there-
fore inevitable.

Dr Mahathir is right in saying that
the Government Health System is

Climate Of Fear
In Lecture Halls

D o n ’ t  P r i vatise
H e a l t h c a r e :

Another Election
Promise Reneged
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in need of reforms. The failure of
the BN Government to regulate
the growth of private hospitals
has led to gross shortages of doc-
tors and paramedics in  the Gov-
ernment Sector, resulting in
overwork and low morale.

But is privatization the solution
to this problem? In 1993 the
wholly owned Government Medi-
cal Store was privatized to South-
ern Task Force, a Renong subsidi-
ary. Result: the government drug
bill went up by 230% the follow-
ing year! In 1997, five support
services (laundry, cleaning, main-
tenance, waste disposal) were
farmed out to Radicare, Tongkah,
and Faber Mediserve. The cost of
these 5 services soared from RM
140 million in 1996 to Rm 450
million the following year! These
and other instances of privatiza-
tion have inflated the government
health bill, but none of them has
increased the income or the mo-
rale of government doctors and
paramedics.

Dr Mahathir is telling another of
his half truths in claiming that the
main objective of privatization of
the health services is to improve
service conditions of medical per-
sonnel, thereby increasing the
quality of health care. Thus far, the
main effect of the on-going priva-
tization of the health sector is to
channel public funds into the cof-
fers of certain favoured companies.
This is a project all the more at-
tractive in these recessionary times
for the constellation of misman-
aged, cash-strapped companies
that the BN policy has spawned.

There are several ways through
which the government can re-
structure the health care system
to increase staff morale while at
the same time functionally inte-
grating the private and the public
sectors. However further privati-

zation of the health sector is defi-
nitely not one of these.

The experience of other countries
has clearly demonstrated that pri-
vatization jacks up costs and
makes the system even more ineq-
uitable and less accessible to the
poorer sectors of the population.
It is clear that the BN Government
has run out of ideas and, worse,
even the will to improve the
Health Care System and make it
more affordable and accessible to
all Malaysians, irrespective of
economic status.

Dr. Jeyakumar Devaraj
Central Committee Member

Parti Sosialis Malaysia

With regard to the above Aliran
statement, should the constitution
be amended to bar discrimination
only against “citizens”? Do we
wish to have a constitutional pro-
vision which sanctions discrimi-
nation against non-citizens on the
basis of, say, sex? (“All American
females shall be served last”?) Or,
race? (“At the immigration check-
points Punjabis wearing turbans
shall be processed after all other
foreigners”) Why not replace the
word “citizen” with “person”?

Abdul Majid
School of Accountancy

The Chinese University of
Hong Kong

Shatin, Hong Kong

From Harakah:1-15 August
2001(11-25 Rabiulawal 1422):
“Today Indonesia is on the brink of
disintegration and the major blame
for this falls on the Christians of In-

donesia and their foreign supporters.”

I could not believe my eyes when I
read the above sentence. Since
Harakah is the voice of PAS, does
this mean that the leadership in
PAS believes Indonesian Chris-
tians to be the cause of Indonesia’s
problems. What evidence is there
for this statement? What about all
the corruption, cronyism, and
nepotism practised by Suharto
(and before him, Sukarno}?
Suharto is a Muslim (not a Chris-
tian) and as the President of Indo-
nesia for umpteen years, he and
his cabinet were responsible for
the policies that were carried out
and the problems currently facing
the country now.

There is no doubt that the politics
in Indonesia has been dominated
by non-Christians. Malaysia in
some ways does resemble Indone-
sia. In Malaysia we have a Prime
Minister who has just celebrated
his 20th anniversary. He and his
cabinet are fully responsible for
the present state of our country.
Both the good things as well as
the bad. What I want to know is
does PAS blame the present eco-
nomic downturn on the Chris-
tians in Malaysia? What propor-
tions of the Cabinet, Parliment-
arians, etc, are Christians? Surely
the majority of people in power in
Malaysia (those making deci-
sions, making deals, buying and
selling our countries' assets, giv-
ing contracts) are not Christians.

For the past 4 years, I have been
persuading all my acquaintances
to read Harakah as an alternative
to the mainstream media. This sort
of comment is unlikely to give
much benefit to PAS as a party
with which non-Muslims can feel
comfortable or secure.

Dr Xavier Jayakumar
Ahli MPT, KeADIlan

D i s c r i m i n a t i o n
Against Women: What
About Non-citizens?

Harakah -
The Voice of  PAS?
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First, let’s get the terminology
straight. The ferry service is
the original link - the First
Link. The Penang Bridge, com-
pleted in 1985, is the Second
Link - which makes the latest
proposal the Third Link.

The refusal to acknowledge the
ferry service as the First Link
is reflected in the utter neglect
of the ferry service. Today, less
than half a dozen ferries - with
only one deck for vehicles - ply
the channel unlike in the 1980s
when about a dozen ferries, in-
cluding double-decker vehicu-
lar ferries, were deployed.

The justification for the Third
Link is that the Penang Bridge
is already “bursting at the
seams.” Why is it congested?
Simply because many cars pre-
fer to avoid the long wait -
sometimes up to an hour dur-
ing peak times - for ferries.

Even the cost for the Third

Link - RM2.3 billion - appears
understated. The Penang
Bridge was built at a cost of
RM850 million in 1985. Are
we to believe that, 20 years
later, the Third Link - with a
fanciful 2.2 km tunnel com-
plete with a ‘titanic’-like ship
as a tourist landmark, a
viewing gallery and conven-
tion centres on the two man-
made islands - will cost only
RM2.3 billion by the time it
is completed?

At a time when we are staring
at the prospect of a recession,
the decision to borrow more
money from abroad to finance
this project is baffling. Who are
the contractors going to be and
who is likely to benefit finan-
cially?  Certainly not commut-
ers: we note that there has
been no mention of how much
the toll will be. We expect it to
be much more than the RM7
that the ferries and the Penang
Bridge impose for a return
journey.

The Third Link will also allow

more traffic to pour into tiny
Penang Island, whose streets
are already “bursting at the
seams.”  The increase in ve-
hicular traffic on the island will
destroy Penang’s charm and
turn away tourists at a time
when Penang is trying to gain
recognition as a World Herit-
age site.

The government should spend
the money on expanding the
ferry service (including build-
ing new ferry terminals at
other locations), improving
public transport, building a
light rail transit and expanding
the Penang Bridge. The ferry
service can be expanded using
a fraction of the RM2.3 billion
and will immediately relieve
congestion on the Penang
Bridge.

We suspect that the ferry serv-
ice has been purposely ne-
glected - initially, to boost traf-
fic volume and toll collection
on the Penang Bridge, and now
to justify the need for yet an-
other link. Will it eventually be
scrapped to increase traffic on
the proposed bridge-tunnel. Is
that why the new project is be-
ing dubbed the Second Link?

If at all there should be an-
other link, it should be a train
service that would link the is-
land and the mainland and ply
the passenger routes on both
the island and the mainland.
Aliran calls for the bridge-tun-
nel project to be scapped and
replaced with a more public
transport-friendly project.

Aliran Executive Committee
2 August 2001

A record of A record of A record of A record of A record of Aliran'sAliran'sAliran'sAliran'sAliran's stand on current affairs. stand on current affairs. stand on current affairs. stand on current affairs. stand on current affairs.

‘ S e c o n d  L i n k ’   I s
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reate, recipient of 55 honorary de-
grees – has been voted the most
inspiring church leader in the
world.

First we talk about death.  “When
you have a potentially terminal
disease,” he says with a suitably
beatific smile, “it gives a new in-
tensity to life.  You discover how
many things you have taken for
granted: the love of your spouse,
the Beethoven symphony, the dew
on the rose, the laughter on the
face of your grandchild.”

At this exact moment, an enchant-
ing six-year-old, Naniso, the
daughter of Mpoe, one of his three
daughters, skips through the room
singing Jingle Bells and looking for
an Easter egg.  She kisses her
grandfather on the nose before
dancing off.

“When I die I will miss my family
so much.  I will miss the rugby
and the cricket and the soccer,
too.”

“What will you be glad to leave
behind?”

“Personally?  Illness, exhaustion,
the diminishment of one’s pow-
ers.  I will be glad, too, to say good-
bye to hatred and war and injus-
tice and oppression, to the long,
ragged lines of refugees, to all the
things that have scarred this beau-
tiful planet.  I will be glad to be
somewhere where you know ac-
cidents are not going to happen
any more.”

“What do you think heaven be
like?”

The archbishop closes his eyes
to ponder.   “It will be spatially,
temporally different, of course.

It is difficult for us to conceive
of an existence that is timeless,
where you look at absolute
beauty and goodness and you
have no words.  It is enough just
to be there.  You know how it is
when you are sitting with some-
one you love and hours can go
by in what seems like moments?
Well, in heaven, eternity itself
will pass in a flash.  In heaven
we will never tire.  We will never
be bored because there will al-
ways be such new sides of God
that will be revealed to us.”

“What do you hope to see in
heaven?” I ask.  “I would love to
meet my parents again.  My father
died in 1972 when I was teaching
theology in Lesotho.  My mother
died in 1984, the year we got the
Nobel Peace Prize.  And then I
have an older brother who died
in infancy.  I’d love to meet him.
And I want to see my younger
brother again.  He died as a baby
but I remember he had this engag-
ing gurgle if you tickled him.”

“Will he still be a baby?”

“I think so.  There are babies in
heaven, definitely.  But no nap-
pies.  It really is heaven, you see.”
He is laughing again rolling from
side to side, his eyes shining, his
right hand tickling the tummy of
his imaginary baby brother.  “The
little children will be very impor-
tant in heaven because they will
be the ones asking those extraor-
dinary questions that are so pro-
found - `But, God, who made
you?’

Another explosion of wild laugh-
ter, near hysterical this time.  And
then, once the wave has crashed
on to the shore, a sudden calm.
“In heaven,” he whispers, “I

would want to meet St Francis of
Assisi.  And I would love to en-
counter Mary Magdalene because
I think she is a gorgeous creature.
She was abused, you know.  I be-
lieve she was a prostitute and and
yet she could love our Lord so
deeply, passionately, extrava-
gantly.  She offered unconditional
love, not for any utilitarian pur-
pose, but for the sake of it.  Quite
fantastic.”

“What do you think will happen
when you come face to face with
God?” I ask.

The archbishop shrieks.

“Will I survive?  You remember
Gerontius?  He longs to be in the
presence of God and his guard-
ian angel takes him to God and
the moment he comes into the di-
vine presence he cries out in an-
guish, `Take me away!’  In the
blinding presence of holiness,
who would survive?”

It is my turn to smile.  “I think you
might,” I say.

The archbishop chuckles softly.
“So, God in God’s goodness tones
down the wind for the shorn lamb
… ”

“What would you ask God?”

“A great deal,” he says earnestly,
“Why, God, did you make suffer-
ing so central to everything?
Why?  Why?  Why?”

“Yes,” I respond.  “And what will
his answer be?  Why does God
seem to spit on Africa?”

The archbishop sighs and takes a
deep breath.  “God says, `I obvi-
ously had the choice of making all

THE LAST RITES OF A HEAVENLY CREATURE   Continued from page 40
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kinds of different worlds, but I
wanted to make a world of crea-
tures who would love me, who
would choose to love me and that
would not have been the case if
they had been automatons.  They
had to have free will: they had to
be free.  And this is how they have
used their freedom …”

Has he ever had doubts?

“No, not doubts, but I have been
angry with God on quite a few
occasions.  I remember I was
chaplain at Fort Air university
at a time when it was taken over
by the apartheid government
and the students who protested
were expelled.  I went into the
chapel and I wept at the altar.  I
was so angry with God.  I said,
`How can you sit there and do
nothing in the face of such bla-
tant injustice?”

“And what did God say?”

“I’m afraid.  I didn’t give God the
chance to reply.  I’ve had a few
such moments.”

“What do you think are your
weaknesses, your frailties?” I ask.

The archbishop beams at me.  “I
have a very strong weakness for
being liked.  I want to be popular.
I love to be loved.  One has enjoyed
the limelight.  I am guilty of the
sin of pride.  Sometimes I find it
very difficult to be humble – that
is why it is so good to have Leah.
She pulls me down a peg or two.
To her I’m not an archbishop with
a Nobel prize.  I’m just not a very
good husband who likes gardens
but won’t do any gardening.
Your family is there to do what
your guardian angel is supposed
to do: keep your ego manageable
and remind you that you are just
a man.”

Archbishop Tutu is one of the
most celebrated people of our time.
I ask him, “What has been the
high point of your life on Earth?”

He replies without hesitation:
“The most gorgeous moment
would be when I became a father
for the first time, April 14, 1965
when our only son, our Trevor
was born.  I was so proud and so
happy.  It made me feel a little like
God.” He pauses and adds,
slowly (it is the only time he is
hesitant in our entire conversa-
tion),  “And, later, with the way
Trevor has lived his life, taking the
wrong turns and causing pain
and anguish,  I have learnt some-
thing of the impotence God feels
as he watches his children mak-
ing the wrong choices.  Some-
times, in my own life as a father, I
have felt very like God looking at
us and thinking, ̀ Whatever got me
to create that lot’ ”?

“What is Trevor doing now?” I
ask.

“He’s some sort of consultant.  He
is a very gifted person, very
charming, when he is sober.  He
destroys himself, or seems to want
to destroy himself, when he
drinks.  He has been in trouble
with the police.  But there we are.”

He looks at me, and blinks away
the tears, and claps his hands.
“You can’t be so stingy as to give
me only one moment in my life to
remember?  Can’t  I have another?”

“Of course,” I say, “as many as
you like.” The man is irresistible.

“The day that Nelson Mandela
was released from prison, after 27
years.  He came to spend the night
with us.  It was like a miracle.  In
all the time of the struggle, it seems
there was no light at the end of

the tunnel.  It was all the gloom
and darkness and then, sud-
denly, there he was.  This guy ,
who a few weeks before had been
a terrorist, was a free man and the
calls were coming in from all over
the world, from the White House,
from 10 Downing Street.

“It would be easy to say those 27
years were a shameful waste.  I
don’t think so.  Those years and
all the suffering they entailed were
the fires of the furnace that tem-
pered his steel, that removed the
dross.  Perhaps without the suf-
fering he would have been less
able to be as compassionate and
magnanimous as he turned out to
be.”

The archbishop recognises a
lapsed Anglican when he sees
one.  He leans towards me one last
time and, in a voice barely above
a whisper, says:  “You are like so
many, my friend.  You have every-
thing but, inside, you feel there is
something missing: deep down,
somewhere, it’s not quite OK.  Do
not worry, do not feel troubled, do
not be perplexed.  God loves you
as you are – with your doubts, with
your intellectual reservations,
with your inability to make the
leap of faith.

“God says, ` I made you, actually,
and I made you as you are because
I love you.  You are precious.  You
matter enormously to me.  You
matter as if you were the only hu-
man being.”’

He pushes back his chair and
says, “Come, we will go outside
and watch the sun falling on Ta-
ble Mountain and smell the flow-
ers together.  God is good, man,
and he is waiting for you.”

Source: The Sunday Telegraph,
London, 29 April 2001
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n late January 2001, a
strong earthquake struck
the western Indian state
of Gujarat causing the

death toll of more than 20,000 resi-
dents and injuring nearly 150,000
people.  Many towns and villages
were destroyed.

Aliran launched a drive for dona-
tions from our members and the
public at large.  We raised a total
sum of RM9,206.50 and sent it to
“SETU: CENTRE FOR SOCIAL

GUJARAT FUND

Gujarat Relief  Fund
KNOWLEDGE AND ACTION”,
an Indian NGO based in
Ahmedabad, Gujarat.  According
to their report dated May 2001,
SETU has been directly involved
in the relief effort mainly by

(a) providing relief materials
such as blankets, food grain
and cooking utensils;

(b) launching activity centres for
children affected by the quake;

(c) promoting public advocacy
through media intervention

IIIII

Within a couple of hours of the
earthquake, SETU team began to
respond in a variety of ways.  In
coordination with the municipal
corporation’s Control Room,
SETU team assisted in the rescue
of 12 people trapped in debris.

In the first week of February, we
commenced distribution of relief
materials.  We received support in
cash and kind from individuals
and organisations.  In the first
phase, SETU identified 5 villages
in Rapar Block of eastern Kutch
and 26 villages of Jodiya Block of
Jamnagar District (south of the
Gulf of Kutch). Our relief efforts
consist of distribution of shelter
materials, blankets, foodgrain and
utensils in these areas.  In all we
were able to assist about 4,000
families.

SETU has now expanded its op-
erations to 7 villages in Rapar
block and 26 villages of Jodiya
Block.  We have now created a re-
lief team of 7 at the Coordinating
Centre at Ahmedabad, 11 mem-

ABOUT SETU

and legal intervention;  and
(d) building temporary shelters

for almost 3,000 families.

Finally we would like to thank all
those who donated to this fund.
We had a total of 51 donors with 3
persons donating RM1,000 each
and another 3 persons donating
RM500.00 each.  Donations from
the remaining 45 donors ranged
from RM10.00 to RM350.00.  In
total, we collected RM9,206.50 or
an average of RM180.52 per do-
nor.  We have issued receipts for
all donations.  Once again our
heartfelt thanks to the readers of
Aliran Monthly for their generous
donation to this worthwhile
cause.

Treasurer
Aliran

bers in Field Centre in Jodya Block
and 6 members in the Field Cen-
tre in Rapar Block.  The first phase
of immediate relief operations was
completed by the end of March.

SETU has started building tempo-
rary shelters for about 3,000 fami-
lies. The focus is to create tempo-
rary shelters for a family of five to
seven members with materials
which could be later dismantled
and used when building their
permanent home. Till mid-June,
550 shelters have been completed.
In addition, we have completed 10
Activity Centres for children and
the remaining would be com-
pleted by the end of June. These
centres function as playschools
for the under-six, entertainment
and cultural centres for the
school-going and as community
meeting centres for the adults. As
the schools have reopened even
though they have not been re-
paired, these centres will also be
used as the village school
premises till repair works are com-
pleted.

Fri, 14 Sep 2001
17:32:30 +0530

Dear Dr Subramaniam,

Thank you very much for the
demand draft of
USD2,399.56 which we re-
ceived on 3 September. We
have despatched a stamped
receipt made out in the name
of “Aliran Kesedaran
Negara”

Thank you for supporting
Setu’s efforts.
Yours sincerely,

Achyut Yagnik
Hon. Secretary and Trustee
setumail@wilnetonline.net
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 wonder whether they
have rum and coke in
heaven?  Maybe it’s too
mundane a pleasure,

but I hope so – as a sundowner.
Except, of course, the sun never
goes down there.  Oh, man, this
heaven is going to take some get-
ting used to.”

Desmond Tutu suddenly slaps the
table and explodes with laughter.
His tiny eyes disappear, his mas-
sive nostrils flare; he hoots, he
honks, he shakes with merriment.
He cackles with delight. Over the
next two hours it happens again
and again: sometimes a wild burst
of merriment, at others a long, soft
giggling tee-hee.  Surprisingly, it
isn’t irritating.  It’s  simply Tutu.
The man is a bundle of joy.

And he has prostate cancer, I am
told this could be his last
inverview, that I will find him
frail and easy to tire.  In fact, as
he potters around his kitchen
fixing me fruit juice, he looks re-
markably robust.   He is 1.65m,
sturdy and full of beans.   “I’ve
been having cryosurgery to zap
the cancer,” he explains.  “They
freeze the prostate and zap it.”
Another paroxysm of laughter.
“They don’t freeze everything
around there, man. I want to

celebrate my golden wedding in
style!”

Tutu will be 70 in October.  He will
have been married to his wife,
Leah, for 50 years in 2005.  Tutu
was archbishop in Cape Town for
10 years until 1996 and this is
where, on May 9, 1994, on the
town hall balcony, he ushered in
the new South Africa and pre-
sented his country’s first freely

elected president to a rapturous
crowd.

I have come to see Tutu, Africa’s
most persuasive orator and, since
1975, when he became Dean of Jo-
hannesburg, the unquestioned
moral force of the anti-apartheid
movement, to talk not of politics
but of God.  My host – Nobel lau-

HEART TO HEART : "What comes from the lips reaches the ear,
what comes from the heart reaches the heart" - Arab proverb

The Last Rites Of A
Heavenly Creature
Archbishop Desmond Tutu is dying of prostate cancer.  In what
he says will be his last interview, he tells GYLES BRANDRETH
what he thinks lies ahead for him – and us all.
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